Notice of Panel Meeting
Notice is Hereby Given that a Meeting of the

COUNCIL ASSESSMENT PANEL
will be held by electronic platform only
on
TUESDAY, 11 AUGUST 2020
at 5.00pm
Panel members, representors and applicants eligible to be heard will be provided
with log-in details prior to the meeting.
Information on public access to the meeting is available at:
https://www.westtorrens.sa.gov.au/livestream

Hannah Bateman
Assessment Manager
City of West Torrens Disclaimer
Council Assessment Panel
Please note that the contents of this Council Assessment Panel Agenda have yet to be considered
and deliberated by the Council Assessment Panel therefore the recommendations may be adjusted or
changed by the Council Assessment Panel in the process of making the formal Council Assessment
Panel decision.
Note: The plans contained in this Agenda are subject to copyright and should not be copied
without authorisation.
Please note that the above meeting will be recorded and live streamed on the internet. All endeavours
will be undertaken to ensure images in public gallery are not live streamed and or/recorded. However,
no assurances can be given to that the public gallery will not be live streamed and/or recorded. It is
assumed that consent has been given by any person in the public gallery to broadcast their image.
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1

MEETING OPENED

1.1

Evacuation Procedures

1.2

Electronic Platform Meeting

2

PRESENT

3

APOLOGIES

4

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

11 August 2020

RECOMMENDATION
That the Minutes of the meeting of the Council Assessment Panel held on 14 July 2020 be
confirmed as a true and correct record.

5

DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS

In accordance with section 7 of the Assessment Panel Members – Code of Conduct the following
information should be considered by Council Assessment Panel members prior to a meeting:
A member of a Council Assessment Panel who has a direct or indirect personal or pecuniary
interest in a matter before the Council Assessment Panel (other than an indirect interest that exists
in common with a substantial class of persons) –
a. must, as soon as he or she becomes aware of his or her interest, disclose the nature and
extent of the interest to the panel; and
b. must not take part in any hearings conducted by the panel, or in any deliberations or
decision of the panel, on the matter and must be absent from the meeting when any
deliberations are taking place or decision is being made.
If an interest has been declared by any member of the panel, the Assessment Manager will record
the nature of the interest in the minutes of meeting.
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6

REPORTS OF THE ASSESSMENT MANAGER

6.1

26 Birdwood Terrace, NORTH PLYMPTON

Application No

211/55/2020 & 211/1/2020

Appearing before the Panel will be:
Representors:

K & R Willits of 24B Birdwood Terrace, North Plympton wishes to appear in
support of the representation.
N Stevenson of 41 Talbot Avenue, North Plympton wishes to appear in support
of the representation.
P O'Connell of Unit 1, 37 Keith Avenue, North Plympton wishes to appear in
support of the representation.
V Benelli of 28B Birdwood Terrace, North Plympton wishes to appear in support
of the representation.

Applicant:

Christian Albertini of Alba Building Designers wishes to appear in response to
the representations.

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Land division - Community
Title; SCAP No.
211/C009/20; Create two
(2) additional allotments
and common property

Construction of one (1) twostorey detached dwelling
fronting Birdwood Terrace
and three (3) two-storey
group dwellings with
associated landscaping

APPLICANT

MARLIP Pty Ltd

Alba Building Designers

APPLICATION NO

211/55/2020

211/1/2020

LODGEMENT DATE

30 January 2020

3 January 2020

ZONE

Residential Zone

POLICY AREA

Medium Density Policy Area 19

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

Category 2

REFERRALS

Internal
• City Assets
External
• SCAP
• SA Water

Internal
• City Assets
• City Operations

DEVELOPMENT PLAN VERSION

RECOMMENDATION

12 July 2018
• The relevant application proposes a merit form of
development which does not meet the minimum site
area requirements in the relevant Zone or Policy Area
by 7.5% or more.
• The relevant application is for a merit, Category 2 or
Category 3 form of development, representations have
been received and one or more representors wish to
be heard on their representation.
Support with conditions
Support with conditions

REPORT AUTHOR

Brendan Fewster

DELEGATION

Item 6.1
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SUBJECT LAND AND LOCALITY
The subject land comprises one allotment commonly known as 26 Birdwood Terrace, North
Plympton. The subject land is formally described as Allotment 37 in Filed Plan 7183 in the area
named North Plympton Hundred of Adelaide, Volume 5214 Folio 886.
The subject land is rectangular in shape with a frontage of 19.81 metres (m) to Birdwood Terrace
and has a total site area of 1195.5 square metres (m2).
It is noted that there are no easements, encumbrances or Land Management Agreements on the
Certificate of Title.
The site currently contains a single storey detached dwelling, and while there is a mature tree with
a large canopy in the middle of the site, this tree is not Regulated or Significant. The land is
naturally flat with only a gentle fall of some 300mm from the northern corner of the site to the road
frontage.
The land is immediately opposite the Westside Bikeway and is around the corner from a public
reserve and a short walk from Weigall Oval to the south. The nearest centre zone is just over 400
metres away to the west on Marion Road.
The locality comprises an established residential area with a mixed built form character. Existing
development includes detached and semi-detached dwellings, group dwellings and residential flat
buildings up to two storey in height and at low to medium densities. The immediate locality, which
is bound by Talbot Avenue to the north, McArthur Avenue to the east and Keith Avenue to the
south, includes significant infill development that has resulted in a diverse allotment pattern and a
compact built form character.
The subject land and locality are shown on the aerial imagery and maps below.
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RELEVANT APPLICATIONS
Description of
Development
Land division - Torrens Title;
SCAP No. 211/D008/20;
Create one (1) additional
allotment

DA Number
211/54/2020

Decision

Decision Date

Approved

27 July 2020

PROPOSAL
The proposed development is summarised as follows:
Application 1 (211/55/2020)
The application is for a Community Title land division to create two additional allotments and
common property.
The proposed allotments have the following site areas and frontage widths.
Lot

Site Area (m²)

Frontage (m)

Dwelling Type

1

272

13.81

Detached dwelling

2

243

6 - common property

Group dwelling

3

192

6 - common property

Group dwelling

4

192

6 - common property

Group dwelling

Note: Lot 1 is being created under 211/54/2020.
Application 2 (211/1/2020)
The application is for the construction of one two-storey detached dwelling fronting Birdwood
Terrace and three two-storey group dwellings. While Dwellings 3 and 4 would have the
appearance of one building (i.e. a residential flat building), the dwellings would be built up to a new
dividing boundary and therefore are considered group dwellings.
Dwelling 1 is setback a minimum of 4.54m from the road boundary, with the garage setback further
at 6m. The group dwellings will front onto a new common driveway.
The proposed dwellings are designed with a common architectural style. The dwellings are
modern, with well-proportioned facades that include feature front porticos, wall projections and
recesses, double garaging and pitched roofs. External materials and finishes include rendered
power panel (natural white) and brick veneer (red) cladding, aluminium frame windows and doors
and colorbond roof sheeting (monument).
A mix of landscaping will be provided along the road frontage and common driveway.
Refer to Attachment 2 for the plan of division and Attachment 3 for a copy of the dwelling plans.

Item 6.1
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
Application 1 (211/55/2020) is assigned to Category 1 for public notification purposes pursuant to
Section 38 of the Development Act 1993 and Schedule 9 , Part 1, 2(f) of the Development
Regulations 2008.
Application 2 (211/1/2020) is assigned to Category 2 for public notification purposes pursuant to
Section 38 of the Development Act 1993 and Schedule 9, Part 2, 18(b) of the Development
Regulations 2008.
Properties notified

39 properties were notified during the public notification
process.

Representations

5 representations were received.

Persons wishing to be
heard

4 representors who wish to be heard:

Summary of
representations

Applicant's response to
representations

• K & R Willits of 24B Birdwood Terrace, North Plympton;
• N Stevenson of 41 Talbot Avenue, North Plympton wishes;
• P O'Connell of Unit 1, 37 Keith Avenue, North Plympton;
and
• V Benelli of 28B Birdwood Terrace, North Plympton
Concerns were raised regarding the following matters:
• Overshadowing
• Overlooking
• Boundary setbacks
• Visual impact of boundary development
• Loss of a significant tree
• Loss of property value
Summary of applicant's response:
• As we have complied with councils rear setback and
obscure upper floor glazing requirement, we believe no
change is required. However we are happy to increase the
good neighbour fencing height from 1.8m to 2.0m to
increase the privacy aspect.
• The open air terrace structure of residence 2 being built on
the Willits boundary can be moved back 150mm to suit a
standard fascia/gutter detail. This in turn will not effect the
current fencing.
• As Mrs Benelli’s property is over 6m away from any 2 storey
portion of the development, it can be said the
overshadowing impact will be very minimal. We believe no
change is required.
• As we have complied with councils setbacks and obscure
upper floor glazing requirement, we believe no change is
required.
• We believe the tree in question to be non-significant and
able to be removed for the purpose of this development.

A copy of the representations and the applicant's response is contained in Attachment 4.

Item 6.1
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INTERNAL REFERRALS
Department

Comments

City Assets

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

The FFLs of the proposed development (100.10 minimum) have
been assessed as satisfying minimum requirements (99.95) in
consideration of street and/or flood level information.
Stormwater connection for Dwelling 1 is less than 1.5m offset to
existing street tree.
Stormwater connection for Dwelling 2 is less than 0.5m offset to
existing crossover.
Existing tree in conflict with proposed crossover has been
supported to be removed.
The crossover servicing the rear dwelling should be separated
from the existing crossover servicing the adjacent property. The
offset between the crossovers is required to be a minimum of
1m (measured at the front property boundary).
Although crossover servicing Dwelling 1 has been proposed to
be retained, the crossover is too narrow to service a double
garage. There is sufficient kerb space for a new crossover
located 0.5m offset from existing stobie pole and 2m offset from
existing street tree.
A 5.5m wide crossover with 0.3m flaring on both ends will be
supported for the crossover servicing the rear properties.
To meet verge offset requirements and at the same time allow a
smoother access to the double garage, an invert flaring
crossover (3.6m wide at kerbline with 0.3m flaring towards the
boundary on each side - 4.2m wide at the boundary) will be
supportable for Dwelling 1's crossover.
The garage dimension for Dwelling 1 - 4 as indicated in
provided plan set has been assessed as satisfying minimum
requirements.
Although the plan has removed the car parking space located
directly next to the 5.5m by 5.0m passing entry within the
property, however there may still be vehicle parking at that
location.
The provided turning circle does not comply with the
manoeuvrability analysis generated by "AutoTrack" or
"AutoTurn" which complies with relevant parking requirements.
The stormwater management approach provides a good
consideration of stormwater detention, stormwater volume
reduction, stormwater quality improvement and stormwater reuse within each dwelling.

The initial concerns raised by City Assets have been resolved by
way of amendments. City Assets are now satisfied with the proposal
subject to the inclusion of conditions that are outlined in the
recommendation.

Item 6.1
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•

•
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There is conflict with an existing Lophostomen confertus
(Queensland brush box) street tree for the proposed shared
crossover location on the southern side of the allotment. In this
instance City Operations will support the removal of this street
tree.
There is a second existing Lophostomen confertus (Queensland
brush box) street tree located 13.1m from the southern property
boundary, City Operations will require a 1.5m offset from the
existing street tree to the proposed stormwater outlet for
Dwelling 1 for this proposal to be supported.

A note has been included in the recommendation to ensure the
applicant is fully aware of the costs involved in removing the street
tree.

EXTERNAL REFERRALS
Department

Comments

SCAP

•

SCAP raised no concerns with the proposal. Standard
conditions of consent have been included in the
recommendation.

SA Water

•

SA Water raised no concerns with the proposal. The developer
will be required to meet the requirements of SA Water for the
provision of water and sewerage services. Standard conditions
of consent have been included in the recommendation.

A copy of the relevant referral responses are contained in Attachment 5.

RELEVANT DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROVISIONS
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and, more specifically, is with Medium
Density Policy Area 19 as described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan.
The relevant Desired Character statements are as follows:
Residential Zone - Desired Character:
This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some small-scale
non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and educational establishments
in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be complementary to surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing options in
different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired dwelling types
anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be treated as such in order
to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn, reinforce distinction between
policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be common near centres and in policy
areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to the predominance of detached dwellings in
policy areas where the distinct established character is identified for protection and enhancement.
There will also be potential for semi-detached dwellings and group dwellings in other policy areas.
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Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling will not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings from the
street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the public and private
realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Medium Density Policy Area 19 - Desired Character:
Allotments in this policy area will be at medium density, accommodating a range of dwelling types
including semi-detached, row and group dwellings, as well as some residential flat buildings and
some detached dwellings on small allotments. There will be a denser allotment pattern close to
centre zones where it is desirable for more residents to live and take advantage of the variety of
facilities focused on centre zones.
New buildings will contribute to a highly varied streetscape. Buildings will be up to 2 storeys,
except for allotments fronting Brooker Terrace, Marion Road and Henley Beach Road, and
overlooking the Westside Bikeway, where buildings will be up to 3 storeys in height and provide a
strong presence to streets. Garages and carports will be located behind the front facade of
buildings.
Development will be interspersed with landscaping, particularly behind the main road frontage, to
enhance the appearance of buildings from the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an
appropriate transition between the public and private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Additional provisions of the Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are
contained in Attachment 1.

QUANTITATIVE STANDARDS
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the quantitative requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the tables below:
DA211/55/2020
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS

ALLOTMENT AREA
Medium Density Policy Area 19
PDC 7

ALLOTMENT FRONTAGE
Medium Density Policy Area 19
PDC 7

Item 6.1

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT

270m²

Lot 2 = 243m²
Lot 3 = 192m²
Lot 4 = 192m²
Does Not Satisfy

9m

Lot 2 = 0m
Lot 3 = 0m
Lot 4 = 0m
Does Not Satisfy
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DA211/1/2020
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS
SITE AREA
Medium Density Policy Area 19
PDC 4

STANDARD

270m² - detached and group
dwellings

ASSESSMENT

Lot 1 = 272m²
Satisfies
Lot 2 = 243m²
Lot 3 = 192m²
Lot 4 = 192m²
Does Not Satisfy

SITE FRONTAGE
Medium Density Policy Area 19
PDC 4

9m

Dwelling 1 - 13.81m
Satisfies
Dwellings 2-4 - 6m common
property

SITE COVERAGE
Medium Density Policy Area 19
PDC 3

60% (max.)

39%
Satisfies

PRIMARY STREET SETBACK
Medium Density Policy Area 19
PDC 3

3m (min.)

4.54m – ground floor
4.8m – upper floor
Satisfies

SIDE SETBACKS
Residential Zone
PDC 11

Side
1m minimum - vertical side
wall is 3 metres or less

1m min - ground floor
2.66m min - upper floor
Garage on boundary
Satisfies

2m minimum - vertical side
wall is between 3 and 6
metres

REAR SETBACK
Medium Density Policy Area 19
PDC 3

6m (min.)

3m – ground floor
Does Not Satisfy
8m – upper floor
Satisfies

BUILDING HEIGHT
Medium Density Policy Area 19
PDC 3

3 storeys or 12.5m (max.)

2 storeys (7.25m)
Satisfies

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
Residential Development
PDC 19

24m² (min. area)
3m (min. dimension)
16m² (min. area accessible
from a habitable room).

36m² - 72m²
Satisfies

Item 6.1
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LANDSCAPING
Module: Landscaping, Fences &
Walls
PDC 4

A minimum of 10 per cent of a
development site

10%+ (inclusive of private
yards)
Satisfies

CARPARKING SPACES
Transportation and Access
PDC 34

Detached dwellings
2 car-parking spaces required
(1 covered)

2 covered spaces per
dwelling plus 2 visitor spaces
Satisfies

Group dwellings
2 car-parking spaces required
(1 covered)
+ 0.25 spaces per dwelling
(visitors)

DOMESTIC STORAGE
Site Facilities and Storage
Module
PDC 4

Minimum storage area of 8m³

8m³+ within garages, under
stairs, laundry and bedrooms
Satisfies

ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development is discussed
under the following sub headings:
Land Division
Principle of Development Control (PDC) 7 of Medium Density Policy Area 19 prescribes a
minimum allotment area of 270m². Similarly, PDC 4 prescribes a minimum site area of 270m² for
all kinds of dwellings, as the subject land is not located within 400m of a centre zone. It is noted
that the subject land is approximately 500m from the nearest centre zone.
While the plan of division indicates that Lots 3 and 4 in particular would have a significant shortfall
in site area, the 'average' site area (inclusive of common areas) would be 300m². This indicates
that the overall allotment density is generally within the desired range.
The intent of minimum allotment sizes is to achieve a residential density that is consistent with the
desired character for the area. The Desired Character for Medium Density Policy Area 19 is for
allotments to be at medium densities. On the basis of the land having a total area of 1196m², the
'net' residential density of the development has been calculated at 33 dwellings per hectare. As
defined by the Planning Strategy (30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide - 2017 Update), the proposed
development is of low density (i.e. upper end of low density). Therefore, whilst the site areas would
be less than the recommended minimum of 270m², the overall density of the development would
be lower than what is desired for the Policy Area. When balanced against the relevant
Development Plan provisions and the existing and desired character, the proposed allotment
density is considered appropriate.
Furthermore, the streetscape and character impacts would not be significant given that the
proposed frontage is wide enough for a detached dwelling to suitably address the street and for
common access to be provided.

Item 6.1
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Notwithstanding the allotment size shortfall, it has been demonstrated by the built form proposal
that the allotments are large enough for the proposed dwellings to reasonably satisfy the relevant
quantitative requirements relating to building height and scale, private open space, site coverage
and vehicle access and manoeuvrability.
Desired Character and Density
The Desired Character for Medium Density Policy Area 19 envisages medium density development
and more specifically:
Allotments in this policy area will be at medium density, accommodating a range of dwelling
types including semi-detached, row and group dwellings, as well as some residential flat
buildings and some detached dwellings on small allotments. There will be a denser
allotment pattern close to centre zones where it is desirable for more residents to live and
take advantage of the variety of facilities focused on centre zones.
As considered above, the proposed development has an overall dwelling density that is within the
low density range. The subject land is also located immediately adjacent to the Westside Bikeway,
is around the corner from a public reserve and is a short walk from Weigall Oval. The nearest
centre zone is just over 400 metres away to the west on Marion Road, which has high frequency
public bus routes.
It is observed also that many allotments within the immediate locality have been developed at
similar densities, as outlined within the following table:
Address
24 Birdwood Terrace
28 Birdwood Terrace
30 Birdwood Terrace
35 Keith Avenue
37 Keith Avenue
35 Talbot Avenue
37 Talbot Avenue

Average site
area (m²)
270
268
278
340
271
348
333

Net density
(dwellings/hectare)
37
37
36
29
37
29
30

As considered in more detail below, the proposed site areas would not compromise the spatial and
functional characteristics of the development in terms of the built form relationship with the street
and adjoining properties, on-site car parking and vehicle manoeuvrability or the internal amenity for
future occupants.
From a streetscape perspective, the proposed detached dwelling at the front of the site would not
appear cramped or visually overbearing due to the modest building height and separation to both
side boundaries and the group dwellings would be well setback from the road and thus would have
a ‘recessive’ appearance.
The overall dwelling density and allotment layout of the proposal is considered compatible with the
existing and desired built form characteristics of the locality.
Design and Appearance
The proposed development would be located amongst a variety of dwelling types, sizes and styles,
including single storey detached dwellings, two storey group dwellings and residential flat
buildings, some of modern appearance.

Item 6.1
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The proposed dwellings are designed with a common architectural style. The dwellings are
modern, with well-proportioned facades that include feature front porticos, wall projections and
recesses, double garaging and pitched roofs. External materials and finishes include rendered
power panel (natural white) and brick veneer (red) cladding, aluminium frame windows and doors
and colorbond roof sheeting (monument).
The façades include windows to both the ground and upper floors that facilitate passive
surveillance of the adjacent footpath and internal driveway and the dwelling entrances are readily
identifiable and accessible from the road frontage and vehicle parking areas. The facades are also
recessed at certain points to break up the building mass and proportions and different materials
and colour variations provide visual interest.
In terms of internal dwelling design, the living rooms have an outlook to private space and
reasonable access to sunlight, and the internal floor areas would provide functional living
environments.
The Desired Character and PDC 3 of Medium Density Policy Area 19 envisage building heights of
three storeys or 12.5m above ground level for allotments that overlook the Westside Bikeway. The
proposal comprises two storey buildings with a maximum height of 7.25m. The proposed building
height and scale is consistent with the desired character, which is seeking a transition to medium
density development with buildings of up to three storeys. The proposed building height is
therefore considered appropriate.
Overall, the design and appearance of the proposed development is considered to adequately
address the relevant provisions of the Development Plan, and in particular Objective 1 and PDCs
1, 2 and 5 of the General Section (Design and Appearance).
Boundary Setbacks
Front Setbacks
The front setback for dwellings in Medium Density Policy Area 19 should be a minimum of 3m as
recommended by PDC 3. The main front wall of Dwelling 1 is setback a minimum of 4.54m from
the road boundary. The front building setbacks are therefore acceptable and the front façade is
relatively well-articulated and landscaped.
Rear Setbacks
Dwellings 3 and 4 are setback from the rear boundary at a distance of 3m at ground level and 8m
at the upper level. PDC 3 of Medium Density Policy Area 19 recommends a minimum setback
distance of 6m to both ground and upper levels.
Typically, Development Plan policies allow for single storey buildings to be located closer to rear
boundaries than two storey buildings as there is potentially less visual and overshadowing impacts
associated with single storey buildings. This is recognised in PDC 11 of the Residential Zone and
similarly in the complying standards under Schedule 4 of the Development Regulations 2008.
These policies only require the ground floor of a dwelling to be setback 3m from a rear boundary.
The complying standards are a material planning consideration in this case given that the subject
land is situated within a code complying area, as determined by the Minister for Planning. Whilst
the proposed development is not complying, it would however be possible to develop the subject
land with a dwelling or dwellings located within 3m of the rear boundary 'as-of-right'.

Item 6.1
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Accordingly, the rear boundary setbacks are considered acceptable for the followings reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only the ground floors are located less than 6 metres from the boundary;
The rear walls at ground level are of modest size;
The upper storey setbacks are greater than the recommended standard;
The building height is well within the maximum height parameters;
The locality is characterised by dwellings and outbuildings located in close proximity to rear
boundaries; and
There is adequate area within the rear yard for landscaping.

The proposal is therefore considered to satisfy the intent of PDC 3 of Medium Density Policy
Area 19.
Side setbacks
The ground and upper levels of dwellings 2, 3 and 4 are setback at least 1m and 2m respectively,
which satisfies PDC 11 of the Residential Zone. It is noted that the garage wall of Dwelling 1 is
sited on the northern side boundary, however the length and height of the wall (6m long x 2.75m
high) is well within the parameters outlined in PDC 13(b) for boundary development.
Vehicle Access and Car Parking
A new common driveway onto Birdwood Terrace will provide vehicular access to Dwellings 2 to 4
while Dwelling 1 at the front of the site will utilise an existing crossover, which will be modified
slightly as recommended by Council's City Assets Department. There would be adequate lines of
sight in both directions for all access points, with no obstructions with street infrastructure, noting
that an existing street tree is to be removed. The removal of the street tree has been supported by
Council's City Operations Department. The access arrangements are considered safe and
convenient.
In response to concerns raised by Council's City Assets Department regarding vehicle
manoeuvrability, a full set of turning diagrams has been provided which also demonstrate safe and
convenient on-site vehicle movement.
All of the proposed dwellings are to be provided with at least two covered car parking spaces in
accordance with PDC 34 of the General Section (Transportation and Access). In addition to the
resident parking, Table WeTo/2 – Off Street Vehicle Parking Requirements prescribes an
additional requirement of 0.25 spaces per group dwelling for visitors. As there would be three
group dwellings, there is a Development Plan requirement for one additional car park (rounded up
to one space). The proposal includes one common visitor space that is located adjacent to
Dwelling 2.
Accordingly, there is considered to be sufficient on-site car parking to meet the anticipated demand
generated by the proposed development. Accordingly, the proposal satisfies the intent of PDC 34
of the General Section (Transportation and Access).
Landscaping and Trees
The proposal is considered to meet the minimum landscaping requirement of 10 per cent of the
site. The applicant has provided a landscaping scheme for the development that includes a mix of
trees, shrubs and ground cover to the front and rear yards and along the new common driveway.
The proposed landscaping would enhance the internal amenity and external appearance of the
development in accordance with PDCs 1 and 4 of the General Section (Landscaping, Fences and
Walls).
In terms of existing trees, while some representors noted there is a mature tree with a large canopy
in the middle of the site, this tree is not Regulated and thus is not a protected specimen.

Item 6.1
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Private Open Space
The proposed dwellings would be provided with between 36m² and 72m² of private open space,
which satisfies PDC 19 of the General Section (Residential Development). The rear yards achieve
the minimum dimension guidelines and would also be accessible from a habitable room. Suitable
private open space for entertaining and other domestic functions would therefore be provided for
occupants of the proposed dwelling.
Overlooking
Several representors are concerned that their privacy would be adversely impacted as a result of
overlooking from the upper storey windows of the proposed dwellings.
The development has been designed with all side and rear and some front upper storey windows
having either raised sills or fixed obscure glazing to a height of 1.7m above the floor level.
The proposed privacy measures are considered adequate in preventing ‘direct’ views from the
upper storey windows of all dwelling into the habitable room windows and yards areas of adjoining
properties. The proposal therefore satisfies PDC 27 of the General Section (Residential
Development).
Overshadowing
Concerns have been raised by the representors with respect to the overshadowing of windows and
rear yards. The owners of Unit 1, 37 Keith Avenue and 28b Birdwood Terrace are particularly
concerned with the siting and scale of Dwellings 3 and 4 at the rear of the site and the resulting
shadow that would be cast.
Given the two storey scale of the proposed development and the orientation of the subject land, it
is reasonable to expect that some shadow would be cast over the adjoining properties to the south,
particularly during winter months. It is also noted that PDC 2 of the General Section (Residential
Development) encourages single storey development on battleaxe allotments to minimise
overshadowing and privacy impacts.
The upper level of each dwelling is relatively modest in size (74m² maximum) and is appropriately
setback from side and rear boundaries, as considered above. The applicant has provided a series
of shadow diagrams for the winter solstice. While the neighbouring properties immediately to the
south at Unit 1, 37 Keith Avenue and 28c Birdwood Terrace would be most affected, the shadow
diagrams confirm that the rear yard of 28c Birdwood Terrace which faces in a westerly direction
would receive well in excess of two hours of natural light during the morning and early afternoon.
Unit 1, 37 Keith Avenue would receive less light however the rear windows and yard would
continue to receive more than two hours of natural light from mid-afternoon onwards.
Accordingly, the visual and overshadowing impacts would not be significant and on balance the
proposal is considered to satisfy PDC 2, 10, 11 and 12 of the General Section (Residential
Development).
Stormwater and Flood Management
Stormwater runoff from each dwelling will be directed to a 3,000L rainwater retention tank and
plumbed into all toilets and the laundry. Overflow from the rainwater tanks and hard paved
surfaces will be discharged to the street water table in accordance with Council's standard
requirements. Council's City Assets Department has confirmed that the proposed stormwater
management system is acceptable.
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Waste collection
The proposed development can adequately cater for on-street waste collection with there being
sufficient verge space available for at least 8 bins, as required for Council's standard kerbside
service:
•
•
•

4 x 140L general waste - weekly service
4 x 240L comingled recycle - fortnightly service
4 x 240L organics - fortnightly service

A private waste contractor is therefore not required. The proposal is consistent with Objective 2 of
the General Section (Waste).
SUMMARY
When balanced against the existing site and locality characteristics and the Desired Character for
Medium Density Policy Area 19, the proposed division of land and associated residential
development is considered to be an orderly and desirable form of development.
The dwelling density and allotment layout of the proposal sufficiently accords with the Desired
Character and is compatible with the changing pattern and built form characteristics of the locality.
With the exception of the site area shortfalls, the proposal satisfies the relevant quantitative
provisions of the Development Plan.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is not considered to be seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance, the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 12 July 2018 and warrants
Development Plan Consent and Land Division Consent.
RECOMMENDATION 1
The Council Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application for
consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development Act
1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent, Land Division Consent and Development
Approval for Application No. 211/55/2020 by MARLIP Pty Ltd to undertake Land division Community Title; SCAP No. 211/C009/20; Create two (2) additional allotments and common
property at 26 Birdwood Terrace, North Plympton (CT5214/886) subject to the following conditions
of consent:
Development Plan Consent Conditions
1.

That the development shall be undertaken and completed in accordance with the plans and
information detailed in this application except where varied by any condition(s) listed below.
Reason: To ensure the proposal is developed in accordance with the plans and documents
lodged with Council

2.

All existing buildings on the land shall be removed prior to the issue of clearance to this land
division approved herein.
Reason: To ensure development is undertaken in an orderly manner

Land Division Consent Conditions
Council Requirements
Nil
Item 6.1
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SCAP Requirements
3.

The financial requirements of the SA Water shall be met for the provision of water supply
and sewerage services.
On receipt of the developer details and site specifications an investigation will be carried out to
determine if the connections to your development will be standard or non-standard fees.
The developer must inform potential purchases of the community title lots of the servicing
arrangements and seek written agreement prior to settlement, as future alterations would be at
full cost to the owner/applicant.

4.

Payment of $15,232.00 into the Planning and Development fund (2 lots @ $7,616/lot).
Payment may be made by credit card via the internet at www.edala.sa.gov.au or by phone
(7109 7018), by cheque payable to the State Planning Commission marked “Not Negotiable”
and sent to GPO Box 1815, Adelaide 5001 or in person by cheque or card, at Level 5,
50 Flinders Street, Adelaide.

5.

A final plan complying with the requirements for plans as set out in the Manual of Survey
Practice Volume 1 (Plan Presentation and Guidelines) issued by the Registrar General to be
lodged with the State Commission Assessment Panel for Land Division Certificate purposes.

RECOMMENDATION 2
The Council Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application for
consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development Act
1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/1/2020 by Alba
Building Design for construction of one (1) two-storey detached dwelling fronting Birdwood Terrace
and three (3) two-storey group dwellings with associated landscaping at 26 Birdwood Terrace,
North Plympton (CT5214/886) subject to the following conditions of consent:
Development Plan Consent Conditions
1.

That the development shall be undertaken and completed in accordance with the plans and
information detailed in this application except where varied by any condition(s) listed below.
Reason: To ensure the proposal is developed in accordance with the plans and documents
lodged with Council

2.

All stormwater design and construction will be in accordance with Australian Standards and
recognised engineering best practices to ensure that stormwater does not adversely affect any
adjoining property or public road and, for this purpose, stormwater drainage will not at any
time:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Result in the entry of water into a building; or
Affect the stability of a building; or
Create unhealthy or dangerous conditions on the site or within the building; or
Flow or discharge onto the land of an adjoining owner; or
Flow across footpaths or public ways.

Reason: To ensure that adequate provision is made for the collection and dispersal of
stormwater
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The stormwater connection through the road verge area shall be constructed of shape and
material to satisfy Council’s standard requirements as follows:
•
•
•

100 x 50 x 2mm RHS Galvanised Steel; or
125 x 75 x 2mm RHS Galvanised Steel; or
Multiples of the above.

Reason: To maintain existing Council infrastructure
4.

All driveways, parking and manoeuvring areas will be formed, surfaced with concrete, bitumen
or paving, and be properly drained prior to occupation, and shall be maintained in reasonable
condition at all times to the satisfaction of Council.
Reason: To ensure safe and convenient vehicle access and to supress dust

5.

All landscaping shall be planted in accordance with the approved plans (Site Plan prepared by
Alba Building Designers dated 20/06/2020) within three (3) months of the occupancy of the
development. Any person(s) who have the benefit of this approval will cultivate, tend and
nurture the landscaping and shall replace any plants which may become diseased or die.
Reason: To enhance the amenity of the site and locality and to mitigate against heat loading

6.

The upper storey windows of all dwellings (except for the front windows of Dwelling 1) shall be
fitted with fixed obscure glass or raised sills to a minimum height of 1.7 metres above the
upper floor level to minimise the potential for overlooking of adjoining properties, prior to
occupation of the building. The glazing in these windows shall be maintained to the
satisfaction of Council at all times.
Reason: To maintain the privacy of neighbouring residents

7.

No aboveground structures, such as letterboxes, service meters or similar shall be installed
within the common driveway entrance and passing area.
Reason: To ensure safe and convenient vehicle access

8.

All stormwater management measures for each dwelling approved herein, including harvest
tanks and supply mechanisms, shall be installed and operational prior to occupancy of the
dwellings.

Notes
The existing Lophostomen confertus (Queensland brush box) street tree has been assessed and
considered acceptable to be removed by Council’s Arborist. Based on Council’s standard schedule
of fees and charges, a fee for the removal of the street tree is currently valued at $1380.00. The
fee stated is a value for the current financial year and will vary depending upon the year of
removal, which is due to annual price increases and changes to the tree.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Relevant Development Plan Provisions
Plan of Division
Dwelling Plans
Representations & Applicant's Response
Internal & Agency Refgerrals
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28 Kintore Street, THEBARTON

Application No

211/188/2020

Appearing before the Panel will be:
Representor/s:

Peter Wilson on behalf of Kumar Mahadevan and Katherine Wilson of 30 Kintore
Street, Thebarton wishes to appear in support of the representation.

Applicant/s:

Keith Teagle of Billson and Sawley Architects Pty Ltd wishes to appear in
response to the representation/s.

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

Construction of alterations and additions to the
existing dwelling, plus a two storey garage and
habitable outbuilding

APPLICANT

Billson and Sawley Architects Pty Ltd

LODGEMENT DATE

10 March 2020

ZONE

Residential Zone

POLICY AREA

Thebarton Character Policy Area 27

APPLICATION TYPE

Consent

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 2

REFERRALS

Internal
• City Assets
• Heritage Advisor
External
• Nil

DEVELOPMENT PLAN VERSION
DELEGATION

Consolidated 12 July 2018
• The relevant application is for a merit, Category 2
or Category 3 form of development,
representations have been received and one or
more representors wish to be heard on their
representation.

RECOMMENDATION

Support with conditions

AUTHOR

Phil Smith

BACKGROUND
The development application is presented to the Council Assessment Panel for a decision as a
representation has been received and the representor wishes to be heard on their representation.
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SUBJECT LAND AND LOCALITY
The subject land is formally described as Allotment 181 Filed Plan 6531 in the area named
Thebarton Hundred of Adelaide, Volume 5634 Folio 240, more commonly known as 28 Kintore
Street, Thebarton. The subject site is rectangular in shape with a 10.36 metre (m) wide frontage to
Kintore Street, a secondary frontage to Admella Street of 31.70m and a site area of 328 square
metres (m2).
It is noted that there are no encumbrances or Land Management Agreements on the Certificate of
Title.
The site currently contains an existing, single storey detached dwelling which is a Local Heritage
Place. The site is relatively flat and contains very little landscaping. Two crossovers provide
vehicular access to the site from Admella Street.
Kintore Street runs mostly in an east-west direction between James Congdon Drive and South
Road.
The locality consists of a mix of land uses. Adjoining to the west is 30 Kintore Street which is
occupied with a dwelling (also a Local Heritage Place) and landscaping to the rear and sides of the
dwelling. Further to the west, 32 Kintore Street is occupied with a motor repairs premises. South of
the subject site, allotments are developed with single storey detached and semi-detached
dwellings. To the east of the subject site, on the opposite side of Admella Street, a dwelling and
motor repairs business is located. An office/warehouse directly abuts the site to the north, which
has a 4.2m high masonry wall on the shared boundary. The roof line then angles away from the
shared boundary resulting in an overall building height of 6m.
The subject land and locality are shown on the aerial imagery and maps below.
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Figure 1 - Subject site, 28 Kintore Avenue Thebarton

Figure 2 - Subject site, eastern elevation facing Admella Street
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Figure 3 - Office/warehouse on subject site's rear boundary

Figure 4 - North elevation (rear) of dwelling on subject site
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Figure 5 - Private open space of subject site

Figure 6 - Private open space of subject site
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Figure 7 - Properties directly adjacent to east (dwelling and auto repairs premises)

Figure 8 - Dwelling directly adjacent to the south
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Figure 9 - Subject site (right), 30 Kintore (centre), 32 Kintore (left) adjacent to the west

Figure 10 - Fenceline between subject site and 30 Kintore
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PROPOSAL
The proposal comprises the construction of alterations and additions to the existing dwelling, plus a
two storey garage and habitable outbuilding.
The application is detailed as follows:
Alterations and additions to existing dwelling
•

Part of the existing dwelling will be removed to allow for the construction of a two storey
addition;

•

The ground floor comprises a new kitchen, dining and living rooms, in addition to new
bathroom and laundry facilities. An alfresco area is situated adjacent to the living area;

•

The upper level comprises a new bedroom, dressing room and ensuite;

•

Colours, materials and finishes include:
•

Roof cladding - 'Basalt' matt Colorbond Maxline decking;

•

Northern Boundary Wall - Pre-cast concrete wall panels with paint finish where exposed;

•

Vertical Wall Cladding - 'Basalt' matt Colorbond finish Lysaght 'Dominion' wall cladding;

•

Horizontal Wall Cladding - 'Basalt' matt Colorbond finish 'True Oak" corrugated sheeting;

•

Window frames - 'Metropolis Storm Pearl' powder coated aluminium frames;

•

Glazing - Double glazed panes, clear to meet AS1288;

•

Garage Doors - 'Basalt' matt Colorbond faced auto panel lift garage doors;

•

New screens, fences, gates - Hot Dip galvanised steel framing with oiled Merbau
hardwood battens.

Two storey outbuilding
•

The ground floor comprises parking spaces to accommodate 2 vehicles and a small workshop;

•

The upper level comprises sleeping and dining areas, a kitchenette and bathroom;

•

Colours, materials and finishes are identical as noted under the Additions and alterations to
the existing dwelling.

The relevant plans and documents are contained in Attachment 2.
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is a Category 2 form of development pursuant to Schedule 9 of the Development
Regulations 2008 or Procedural Matters section of the Residential Zone.
Properties notified

15 properties were notified during the public notification process.

Representations

1 representation was received.

Persons wishing to be
heard

1 representor who wishes to be heard.
•

Summary of
representations

Applicant's response to
representations

Peter Wilson on behalf of Kumar Mahadevan and Katherine
Wilson of 30 Kintore Street, Thebarton

Concerns were raised regarding the following matters:
•

The height of the addition is greater than a standard second
floor;

•

The addition extends closer to the western boundary than the
rest of the renovation and the original house;

•

These two factors will impact light received to living room and
bedroom;

•

Lack of light available to adjoining garden;

•

The adjoining neighbours will feel enclosed by high buildings
on three sides; and

•

The style and the height of the proposed development are
not consistent with the local character.

Summary of applicant's response:
The existing house at 30 Kintore Street is wedged between BM
Wise automotive repair centre to the west and 28 Kintore Street.
Given the orientation and relative positions of the buildings, porch
and vegetation, it is clear that currently, the only time that direct
sunlight is likely to strike the eastern facade of No 30, is during a
limited time period.
The proposed additions and alterations at No. 28 will not alter this
pattern of access to direct sunlight.
It is proposed that the 'cottage' facade of 28 Kintore Street will be
restored and the roof form returned to the original scale and format.
This will involve removing the relatively recent high gables so that
the cottage addresses the street frontage, at its original scale.
The apparent height of the proposed addition is distorted and
appears much higher than will be the case when viewed from the
street at normal eye level.
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The proposed 2 storey addition at the rear is setback 10m from the
street frontage and will not be immediately apparent from Kintore
Street.
The rear yards of both 28 and 30 Kintore Street are bounded to the
north by a 4.2m high factory wall which increases in height to over
6M, towards the western side of No.30. This is the dominant
impediment to sunlight reaching both rear yards.

A copy of the representations and the applicant's response is contained in Attachment 3.

INTERNAL REFERRALS
Department

Comments

City Assets

City Assets generally have no issues with the proposed development with
the exception of the setback of the proposed outbuilding from Admella
Street.
City Assets have taken into account in their assessment of the application,
matters relating to finished floors levels (FFLs), verge interaction,
stormwater, traffic and waste management matters.
Minimum FFL's are satisfied.
The stormwater connection through the road verge area is to be
constructed of shape and material to satisfy Council’s standard
requirements:
• 100 x 50 x 2mm RHS Galvanised Steel or
• 125 x 75 x 2mm RHS Galvanised Steel or
• Multiples of the above.
This will be a recommended condition of approval.
Due to the property frontage being wider than 12m, City Assets will support
a double crossover. The proposed crossover has been assessed as
satisfying minimum requirements.
The garage dimension as indicated in 'Ground Floor and Site Plan' (ABS,
Ref: 201923-S01B-01/03, dated 03/2020) has been assessed as satisfying
minimum requirements.
It is noted that the proposed outbuilding is offset 340mm from the property
boundary at Admella Street. Council requires that the proposed carport
needs to be located minimum setback of 1 metre from the property
boundary. This will allow better visibility and will allow vehicles to enter and
exit safely.
Runoff from the roof of the outbuilding should be directed to the surface and
discharged to Admella Street or via the existing stormwater system.
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The proposal has heritage support.
The proposed development achieves a high level of contextual architectural
design, which is generated from the unique and intimate Thebarton
character.
The upper level will be shrouded in a traditional grey colour, symbolizing an
upper level addition within the roof form.
The demolition, while somewhat extensive at the rear, is acceptable
because the original contact will be revealed and its elements
reconstructed.
The proposed development is not considered to diminish the Heritage Value
of the Local Heritage Place on the subject land, nor the Local Heritage
Place to the west at 30 Kintore Street.

A copy of the relevant referral responses are contained in Attachment 4.

RELEVANT DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROVISIONS
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and, more specifically, Thebarton Character
Policy Area 27 as described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan.
The relevant Desired Character statements are as follows:
Residential Zone - Desired Character
This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some smallscale non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and educational
establishments in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be complementary to
surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing options
in different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired dwelling types
anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be treated as such in order
to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn, reinforce distinction between
policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be common near centres and in
policy areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to the predominance of detached
dwellings in policy areas where the distinct established character is identified for protection and
enhancement. There will also be potential for semi-detached dwellings and group dwellings in
other policy areas.
Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling will not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings from
the street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the public and
private realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Objectives
Principles of Development Control
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Thebarton Character Policy Area 27 - Desired Character
The policy area will contain detached, semi-detached and row dwellings.
Allotments will vary in size considerably from medium to very low density. Some allotments have
rear access vehicle parking via service laneways, reducing the number of garages and carports
visible in the main streets. Due to the variance in allotment sizes, subdivision will reinforce the
existing allotment pattern in the immediate locality.
New development will be complementary to key character elements of Victorian-era villas,
cottages, and bungalow-style dwellings in the policy area, rather than dominating or detracting
from them, particularly when viewed from the street. Key elements of this character include
pitched roofs, verandas/porticos and masonry building materials. There will be predominantly one
storey buildings, with some two storey buildings designed in a manner that is complementary to
the single storey character of nearby buildings. Setbacks will be complementary to the setbacks
of adjacent properties.
There will be no garages/carports forward of the main façade of buildings. Fencing forward of
dwellings will be low to provide views of built-form that define the character of the policy area.
Any driveway crossovers will be carefully designed and located to ensure the preservation of
street trees which have an important positive impact on the streetscape.
Objectives
Principles of Development Control

1
1, 2

Additional provisions of the Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are
contained in Attachment 1.

QUANTITATIVE STANDARDS
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the quantitative requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below:
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS
PRIMARY STREET
SETBACK
Residential Zone
PDC 8

STANDARD
(Dwelling Extension)
Up to 2m
- same as one of the adjacent
buildings

ASSESSMENT
Setback 10m from the front
boundary and behind main
face of existing dwelling
Satisfies

>2m
- avg. of adjoining buildings

SECONDARY STREET
SETBACK
Residential Zone
PDC 9

Vertical wall height
- Less than 3m - 2m (min.)
- 3m or greater - 3m (min.)

340mm (both ground floor
and upper level for dwelling
extension and outbuilding)
Does Not Satisfy

Residential Development
PDC 16

Minimum setback from secondary
frontage (garage, carport,
outbuilding) = 900mm

Outbuilding setback 340mm
from secondary frontage
Does not satisfy
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Side (Dwelling Extension - West)
0/1m (min.)(ground floor)

1.29m (Ground floor)
Satisfies

2m (min.)(upper floor)

300mm-1.29m
Does Not Satisfy

Side (Two Storey Outbuilding West)
Ground floor 0m up to 3m wall
height

1.29m (Ground floor)
Satisfies

REAR SETBACK

Upper level setback 2m for wall up
to 6m in height

6.64m wall height maximum
300mm
Does Not Satisfy

Rear (Dwelling Extension)
3m (min.)(ground floor)

13m (Ground floor setback)
Satisfies
13m (Upper level setback)

8m (min.)(upper floor)
Satisfies
GS, Residential
Development
PDC 16

0m - Ground Floor
Rear (Two Storey Outbuilding)
Satisfies
0m at Ground floor level up to 3m
wall height

BUILDING HEIGHT
Residential Zone
PDC 17

0m - Upper Level

No setback specified beyond 3m
wall height

Does Not satisfy

Dwelling Extension
1 storey (except where a dwelling
faces a public road)

2 storeys (faces a public
road) but not in existing roof
space
Does not satisfy

Two Storey Outbuilding
5m

6.64m at highest point
Does Not satisfy
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INTERNAL FLOOR AREA
Residential Development
PDC 9

- 3+ Bedroom, 100m² (min.)

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
Residential Development
PDC 19

300-500m²
- 60m² (min.), of which 10m² may
comprise balconies, roof patios and
the like, provided they have a
minimum dimension of 2m.
-Minimum dimension 4m.
- 16m² (min.) at the rear of side of
dwelling, directly accessible from a
habitable room.

81m² (total)
7.8m (min. dimension)
81m² (accessed from
habitable room)

Detached dwellings
2 car-parking spaces required, 1 of
which is covered

2 undercover spaces
provided

CAR PARKING SPACES
Transportation and Access
PDC 34

170m²
Satisfies

Satisfies

Satisfies

ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development is discussed
under the following sub headings:
Land Use /Desired Character
Within the Residential Zone Thebarton Character Policy Area 27, two storey built form is envisaged
in the policy area provided that it is complimentary to the single storey dwellings in the area.
Furthermore it is stated within PDC 1 of Policy Area 27, that dwelling additions and domestic
outbuildings are envisaged in the policy area which are proposed with this development. On this
basis, the dwelling extension and the outbuilding are appropriate with respect to land use and
desired character.
Built Form/Setbacks
Given that the site is located in the Thebarton Character Policy Area 27, heritage matters must be
taken into consideration when assessing the appropriateness of the built form.
It should be noted that Council's Heritage Advisor supports the development. Of particular note,
the Heritage Advisor considers that the proposed development achieves a high level of contextual
architectural design, which is generated from the unique and intimate character of the Thebarton
area. Furthermore, the Heritage Advisor states that the demolition is considered to be acceptable
as the original structural form will be revealed and its elements reconstructed.
When the dwelling is viewed from Kintore Street, there will be minimal views of the extension from
the footpath directly in front of the site and limited views will be possible on the opposite footpath
as a result of the mature tree located in front of the site and the built form blocking sightlines. As
one travels further from the site, views of the extension will become more apparent, however its
impact will be lessened.
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The extension and outbuilding will be visible from Admella Street, however this is unavoidable as
the site is a corner allotment with two site frontages. Given that the Heritage Advisor is not
opposed to the proposal, this is not considered to be an issue from a heritage standpoint. It is
considered that the extension presents well to the primary street frontage with materials, colours
and finishes that allow the extension to be distinguished from the original dwelling. On this basis, it
is considered that Design and Appearance module Objective 1 and PDC 1 are satisfied.
Furthermore, the extension and outbuilding both present with skillion roof forms that match the
existing pitch of the dwelling roof form and play off the sawtooth roof form typically found in
industrial/commercial areas. Materials and colours of the extension and outbuilding will match each
other, thus PDC 14 of the Residential Development module is satisfied.
The reduced setbacks of the upper level of the extension from the shared boundary with 30 Kintore
are considered to be acceptable as the extension would have a similar depth within the site when
compared to the location of the built form of 30 Kintore. Visibility would likely be limited to views
from the eastern service yard of 30 Kintore however these would be muted as a result of the
amount of vegetation on this block. Reduced setbacks of the upper level from Admella Street also
do not raise concerns as there would be no appreciable difference in impact given the visibility of
the site as a result of being a corner allotment with two street frontages.
The outbuilding is constructed on the rear boundary and presents as a two storey built form. There
is no impact to the adjoining property to the north which is developed with a warehouse of greater
height than the proposed outbuilding, thus the additional height on the northern boundary is
considered to be acceptable. On this basis, a variation from the maximum height of 5m found
within PDC 16 of the Residential Development module is appropriate. The outbuilding does not
prevent the adjoining property to the west from receiving solar access as it is of a lesser height
than the warehouses abutting to the north and would blend in with the adjoining warehouse.
On balance, it is considered that the reduced upper level side setbacks of the proposed extension
and the two storey outbuilding will not unreasonably impact on the neighbouring property at 30
Kintore Street, nor the streetscape of Admella Street. For the reasons discussed above, the built
form and setback impacts are considered to be satisfactorily addressed.
Overlooking/Overshadowing
There are no overlooking matters to consider as the proposed upper level windows are highlight
windows with a bottom sill level of 1.8m which are designed to allow views outwards and upwards
and not down into adjoining properties. This is considered to satisfy PDC 27 of the Residential
Development module.
From a visual standpoint, Figure 11 below clearly shows that there will be limited views of the
outbuilding from 30 Kintore Street as there is an extensive amount of vegetation in their rear yard
and along their eastern service yard that would block views.
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Figure 11 - Aerial photo of subject site and 30 Kintore Street

Similarly, the same vegetation, would also block views of the dwelling extension and also
overshadow their own property. Given the these circumstances, in addition to the much greater
overall height of the adjoining warehouses, the height and proximity of the proposed extension to
the dwelling is not considered to provide any additional amenity impacts than what is already
existing.
It should be noted that the extension is largely situated so that it will be visible from the eastern
service yard of 30 Kintore Street, therefore shadows will be cast over the roof of 30 Kintore Street.
In this locality, it is somewhat expected that there will be reduced amenity in the area due to the
existence of large industrial type buildings (warehouses) and motor repair premises, therefore this
locality does not enjoy the same level of amenity compared to other residential areas nor should it
be expected.
On this basis, overlooking and overshadowing matters are considered to be satisfactorily
addressed.
Parking and Access
Council's City Assets Civil Engineer has noted that the proposed outbuilding is setback 340mm
from the property boundary at Admella Street and that Council generally requires that the proposed
garage be setback a minimum of 1 metre from the property boundary to allow for better visibility
and allow vehicles to enter and exit safely. This is not considered necessary as this additional
setback will not assist with better visibility and safety, as the adjoining warehouse to the north has
been built to the street boundary. This structure already blocks drivers views, as shown in Figure 3.
A crossover exists at this location therefore the occupant already has the capacity to carry out
traffic movements similar to what is proposed. On this basis, traffic movements and parking are
considered to be acceptable and no further setback is required.
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Noise
A reserved matter has been added to the recommendation requesting an acoustic report be
provided to demonstrate that the occupants will maintain a reasonable level of amenity with
respect to noise impacts.
The site is located within Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) Area 25, in addition to being
in close proximity to commercial premises.
Given that the site is located at the lower end of the ANEF scale, it is considered that Building near
Airfields PDC 6 regarding aircraft noise can be satisfied with appropriate noise abatement
measures such as double glazed windows, acoustic insulation and the like, which would be
addressed within the acoustic report and would be endorsed as part of any approval decision.
SUMMARY
Having considered all the relevant provisions, the proposal is not considered to be seriously at
variance with the Development Plan.
While the reduced setbacks from the western, eastern side and northern boundaries do not satisfy
the relevant provisions, it has been demonstrated that they will not unreasonably impact on the
adjoining dwelling to the east, the warehouse to the north or the Admella Street streetscape as a
result.
The overall building height of the dwelling extension will be largely unseen from the primary
frontage and views will only be possible the farther one is located from the site, thus diminishing
the extension's impact.
The outbuilding will abut a structure of greater height, thus, there are no impacts to the adjoining
property to the rear.
On balance the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 12 July 2018 and warrants
Development Plan Consent.

RECOMMENDATION
The Council Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application for
consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development Act
1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/188 /2020 by Billson
and Sawley Architects Pty Ltd to undertake the construction of alterations and additions to the
existing dwelling, plus a two storey garage and habitable outbuilding at 28 Kintore Street,
Thebarton (CT5634/240) subject to the following conditions of consent and reserved matters:
Reserved Matter/s:
The following information shall be submitted for further assessment and approval by the City of
West Torrens as reserved matters under Section 33(3) of the Development Act 1993:
1.

Details of acoustic treatments for the development in accordance with the Minister's
Specification SA 78B - Construction requirements for the control of external sound are to be
provided to Council prior to Development Approval being granted to demonstrate that the
occupants of the dwelling will have an acceptable level of amenity. The details shall highlight
but not be limited to insulation, double glazing, plant equipment screening and any other
requirements deemed necessary to mitigate noise impacts.
Reason: To ensure that the development proceeds in an orderly manner.
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Development Plan Consent Conditions:
1.

The development must be undertaken, completed and maintained in accordance with the
plans and information detailed in this Application except where varied by any conditions listed
below:
Reason: To ensure the proposal is developed in accordance with the plans and documents
lodged with Council

2.

That all stormwater design and construction shall be in accordance with Australian Standards
and recognised engineering best practices to ensure that stormwater does not adversely affect
any adjoining property or public road and, for this purpose, stormwater drainage will not at any
time:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Result in the entry of water into a building; or
Affect the stability of a building; or
Create unhealthy or dangerous conditions on the site or within the building; or
Flow or discharge onto the land of an adjoining owner; or
Flow across footpaths or public ways.

Reason: To ensure that adequate provision is made for the collection and dispersal of
stormwater.
3.

The stormwater connection through the road verge area is to be constructed of shape and
material to satisfy Council’s standard requirements:
•
•
•

100 x 50 x 2mm RHS Galvanised Steel or
125 x 75 x 2mm RHS Galvanised Steel or
Multiples of the above.

Reason: To ensure that adequate provision is made for the collection and dispersal of
stormwater.

4.

That the upper level windows of the approved addition and garage shall be provided with fixed
obscure glass to a minimum height of 1.7 metres above the upper floor level to minimise the
potential for overlooking of adjoining properties, prior to occupation of the building. The glazing
in these windows shall be maintained in reasonable condition at all times.
Reason: To minimise the impact on privacy to residents of adjoining dwellings.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.

Relevant provisions
Application documents
Representation and response to representation
Referral responses
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48-50 Galway Avenue, NORTH PLYMPTON

Application No

211/2/2020

Appearing before the Panel will be:
Representor:

Gregg Jenkins on behalf of the representor, Samuel Williams at 46 Galway
Avenue, North Plympton wishes to appear in support of the representation.

Applicant/s:

Michael Mestros on behalf of the applicant wishes to appear in response to the
representation.

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

Change of use from motor repair station to
warehouse and office, and construction of a
warehouse containing three (3) tenancies, each with
offices, car parking and landscaping

APPLICANT

Mik Beth Pty Ltd

LODGEMENT DATE

06 January 2020

ZONE

Industry Zone

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 2

REFERRALS

RECOMMENDATION

Internal
• City Assets
• Regulatory Services (Waste Management)
• Financial Services (Rates)
External
• Nil
Consolidated 12 July 2018
• The relevant application is for a merit, Category 2
form of development, representations have been
received and one or more representors wish to be
heard on their representation.
Support with conditions

AUTHOR

Amy Morden

DEVELOPMENT PLAN VERSION
DELEGATION

SUBJECT LAND AND LOCALITY
The subject land is formally described as Allotment 17 in Filed Plan F7183 in the area named
North Plympton, Hundred of Adelaide, Volume 5418 Folio 687, more commonly known as 48-50
Galway Avenue, North Plympton. The subject site is rectangular in shape with a 31.12 metre (m)
wide frontage to Galway Avenue and has a site area of 1422.80 square metres (m2).
It is noted that there are no encumbrances or Land Management Agreements on the Certificate of
Title.
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The site currently contains an industrial hydraulic mechanical workshop with an associated
shopfront that has been operational for approximately thirty years. The site is located on the
southern side of Galway Avenue, and is covered largely by the existing workshop building located
on the western side of the allotment. Driveway access is located along the eastern side of the
building, with car parking located to the rear. The subject site is abutted on three sides by similar
scale industrial developments on allotments directly to the east, west and on the northern
(opposite) side of Galway Avenue. The subject allotment is not located within a flood inundation
area.
The locality is comprised of both industrial and residential land uses. Industrial land uses are
situated north of the Residential Zone boundary, and are grouped, fronting to Galway Avenue. The
residential land uses generally consist of single and two storey detached or group dwellings and
comprise of the Medium Density Policy Area 19 located to the south. As expected in a Medium
Density Policy Area, there are examples of larger allotments being redeveloped to support a higher
density of dwellings. The pattern of allotments within the interface between the Industry Zone and
the Residential Zone is relatively mixed with regard to their allotment sizes and frontage widths.
Development along the northern and southern sides of Galway Avenue is industrial in nature.
Australia Post operates a large mail processing facility along the northern side of Galway Avenue
adjoining the corner of Grove Avenue. Both Grove Avenue and Galway Avenue are frequently
used as transport corridors for the surrounding industrial developments. Advertising to the front of
buildings is discreet and generally limited to direct business advertising located on the front of
industrial buildings.
There are no Regulated Trees on the subject site or directly located on adjoining land that would
be affected by the development. There is however, a large significant tree (River Red Gum) on the
nearby industrial allotment at 56 Galway Avenue, which is not affected by the proposed
development. The subject site and adjacent industrial properties currently lack any significant
landscaping to soften the appearance of buildings and hard stand areas. The only notable
exception is the significant tree at 56 Galway Avenue. The industrial allotments do not provide any
significant contribution to the locality with regard to landscape amenity. This stands in contrast to
the smaller more densely landscaped residential allotments located to the south. As expected
where an Industry Zone abuts a Residential Zone, there is a notable change in the relatively
informal landscape amenity of the industrial buildings presenting to Galway Avenue, and the
residential allotments to the rear that display highly landscaped front and rear yards.
The subject land and locality are shown on the aerial imagery and map below.
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RELEVANT APPLICATIONS
Nil
PROPOSAL
The development proposal seeks to change the land use from a motor repair station to a
warehouse and office. New construction on the site will comprise of a warehouse of up to 8.2
metres in height comprising of three tenancies, with associated car parking and landscaping. The
site only has one direct street frontage for vehicular access.
As of the time of assessment, there are no specific tenants or land uses lined up to utilise the
proposed tenancies. The intent of the three tenancies are to be used for small scale, low intensity
commercial purposes.
The warehouse is proposed to be constructed of pre-cast concrete, with weatherboard cladding
and Colorbond pre-painted sheet metal roller doors to the front façade. A small scale office
component of 8.4 square metres is proposed for each of the three tenancies within the warehouse.
Each office will be located next to the front entrance of each tenancy to serve as a reception area
for customers and to provide a dedicated administrative area for the prospective tenants. Main
access to each tenancy will be via the roller doors on the front façade, or via the pedestrian access
door to the office/ reception area. An emergency fire exit is provided for each tenancy, located to
the northern and southern elevations for Tenancy 1 and 3, and to the eastern frontage of Tenancy
2. The development also includes a small staff kitchen and lunch room, and bathroom for staff use.
Open style, tubular fencing with an electronic access gate of up to 2.1m in height will be proposed
to the primary street frontage of the site. Colorbond pre-painted sheet metal fencing up to 2m in
height is proposed along the eastern side boundary of the allotment. The existing southern
boundary fencing abutting the Residential Zone will remain.
The site will provide car parking for up to ten passenger vehicles, plus one disabled car park
located along the southern (rear) boundary of the allotment.
A 24.3m long x 2.1m wide rain garden will be installed between the proposed warehouse and the
primary street, which will provide landscape amenity to the building, and assist with the stormwater
management on the site. A landscaping buffer is also proposed to be established along the eastern
(side) boundary next to the driveway, southern (rear) boundary, and along the western (side)
boundary adjacent to the car park. This will create a vegetated area ranging from 600mm to 1m
wide, surrounding the perimeter of the allotment to assist with natural landscape screening to the
warehouse and the rear parking area.
There is no advertising signage or specific lighting requiring a development approval included in
the development proposal. The proposal has designated an area on the northern façade of the
building for the location of future signage, however no details have been provided as part of this
application.
The relevant plans and documents are contained in Attachment 2.
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is a Category 2 form of development pursuant to Schedule 9 of the Development
Regulations 2008, Part 2, 19.
Properties notified

9 properties were notified during the public notification process.

Representations

Two representations were received.
• S Williams
• P Bierman

Persons wishing to be
heard

One representor who wishes to be heard.
• S Williams

Summary of
representations

Concerns were raised regarding the following matters:
• Height of the building requested to be reduced to 4.2 metres if
the building will continue to be constructed along the western
side boundary.
• Suggested flipping the floor plan of the building to abut the
eastern neighbouring property at 52- 54 Galway Avenue and
reduce the height on the western side to 7.5 metres.
• Impact upon their solar panel system, increased energy usage
and environmental impact.
• A precedent has been set in South Australia that overshadowing
of a passive solar-designed building arising out of poor design
of a neighbouring development is not acceptable even if it
satisfies numerical guidelines.
The other representation received was made by Mr P Bierman who
did not have any objections to the development proposal. Mr
Bierman nominated that he did not wish to be heard by the Council
Assessment Panel, but had some general questions regarding the
development, to which the Applicant has responded.

Applicant's response to
representations

Summary of applicant's response:
• A considerable amount of time has been spent in consultation
with Council to produce a development that considers the
environment, streetscape and neighbouring dwellings.
• Shadow diagrams were provided by the Applicant in response
to representor concerns to demonstrate the extent of shading to
the representor's solar panels produced on 21st June (Winter
solstice). Morning 9am shadow will shade 46 Galway Avenue
for a short period as is naturally expected when the sun is at a
low angle.
• The shadow diagram shows the extent of shadow at 10:30am
(halfway between 9am and 12 noon) on the adjoining roof.
Shadow at 10:30am extends to just under the peak of the
eastern face of the gable. The majority of the day throughout the
year the solar panels remain unaffected.
• Solar panels to the roof of 46 Galway Avenue were only recently
installed, and have not considered the allowable building
heights for the Industry Zone. This should not preclude other
adjacent properties from developing their own allotments within
the guidelines of Council's Development Plan.
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• Reducing the height of the warehouse to 4.2 metres is
unrealistic. Residential development is permitted to be taller in
elevation than 4.2 metres. Mr Williams' building has a 4.4m wall
height and a 5 metre gable height.
• Original intention was to construct up to 12 metres in height to
allow for upstairs offices, with warehousing below.
• The Applicant instead decided to reduce the height of the
building, being mindful of the impact a 12 metre tall building
would have on adjacent neighbours and potential delays in
receiving Development Approval.
• The tenancies are small and are only 10 metres wide each. To
allow for a useable space, the building height is already as low
as is practical. The existing building height is 6.2 metres tall at
the peak, and therefore the proposed increase in height to 8.2
metres is relatively small in consideration of a dramatic
improvement to the amenity of the site.
• Relocating the warehouse to the eastern boundary will require
the installation of a cooling system to offset how hot the
warehouse will become in warmer months due to western
afternoon sun.
• The Applicant is unaware of any legal precedence set in South
Australia regarding overshadowing of solar panels and industrial
buildings by other industrial buildings. It was questioned
whether this precedent referred to by the representor relates to
residential or commercial development.

A copy of the representations and the applicant's response is contained in Attachment 3.

INTERNAL REFERRALS
Department

Comments

City Assets

• Extensive negotiations have occurred between the Planner, the
Applicant and Council's City Assets Development Engineer to resolve a
number of issues on the site, including traffic and vehicle
manoeuvrability arrangements, the size of vehicles permitted to enter
and exit the site, stormwater management and appropriate drainage
arrangements.
• The Applicant has provided details of the installation of a trenched,
landscaped, bio-retention stormwater filtration system and detention
tanks to the northern side of the warehouse. This includes a rain garden
to assist with stormwater runoff. This has been assessed by Council's
City Assets Development Engineer to be satisfactory for the site.
• The general layout and design of the carpark is acceptable. Traffic
manoeuvrability is assessed to be sufficient for passenger vehicles,
utes, vans and small trucks. The site is not suitable SRV or larger sized
vehicles to access the site or warehouses. Waste will be collected
kerbside and there is no other need for larger trucks to access the site.
Council's Development Engineer has assessed this to be acceptable.
• The Applicant has met all of Council's requirements with regard to the
provision of appropriate onsite stormwater management, and the
provision of sufficient detailed information within the plans to resolve the
application without the need for Reserve Matters.
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Regulatory
Services (Waste
Management)

• The development does not require waste collection by a specialised
contractor as high volumes of commercial waste will not be produced by
the warehouse tenancies. Council's Regulatory Services Department
(Waste Management) is supportive of the Applicant's waste
management arrangements due to the nature of the type of waste likely
to be produced on the site. The request to utilise Council's three-bin
waste collection services for rubbish collection from the roadside kerb is
supported.
• If each tenancy is rated separately, then each rateable tenancy should
have their own three-bin service.
• There is sufficient room on the Council verge for collection of additional
bins. Council will provide one set of three-bins for each tenancy. Any
additional bins or waste collection services beyond the services provided
by Council should be arranged between the Applicant and Solo. This
would be a paid arrangement between Solo and the respective tenants.

Financial
Services (Rates)

• Planner query to Rates Team regarding the rating arrangements for
individual tenancies within one building. This information was required to
help determine whether the development will be capable of providing
adequate numbers of bins for each tenancy. As each tenancy will be
rated individually, they will each require their own set of bins.

EXTERNAL REFERRALS
Nil
A copy of the relevant internal referral responses are contained in Attachment 4.

RELEVANT DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROVISIONS
The subject land is located within the Industry Zone, as described in the West Torrens Council
Development Plan. There is no Policy Area applicable to this site.
The Development Plan does not outline a Desired Character for the Industry Zone.

Relevant provisions of the Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are
contained in Attachment 1.

QUANTITATIVE STANDARDS
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the quantitative requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below:
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PROVISIONS
BUILDING HEIGHT
Industry Zone
PDC 7

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT

12 metres

8.2 metres to the top most point
of the roof parapet
Satisfies
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Primary Street: 3 metres

3 metres setback from the
primary street
Satisfies

Side Boundary:
At least 3 metres from one side
boundary;

6.82m setback from eastern
side boundary (frontage of the
warehouse)
Satisfies

Non- residential development
near a Residential Zone: 3
metres, plus 0.6 metres for
every vertical height of the
building or structure above
4 metres

Residential Zone is located to
the rear of the subject site. The
warehouse maintains a
minimum of a 12.12 metre
setback from the Residential
Zone boundary. The minimum
setback required to satisfy
Development Plan requirements
is 5.4 metres
Satisfies

CARPARKING
WeTo/2 - Offstreet Vehicle
Parking Requirements

Industry and Warehouse:
Parking for Disabled Drivers:
1 car park per 10 to 25 parking
spaces

10 car parks provided to the rear
of the site, plus 1 disabled park
= 11 car parks in total.

Office Component: 3.3 car
parks per 100 square metres
total floor area; and

Office component is 8.4 square
metres per tenancy = 25.2
square metres total office floor
area (across three tenancies),
therefore less than 1 carpark
required; and

Non- Office Component:
Up to 200 square metres = 2
car parks per 100 square
metres total floor area; plus,

Non- Office Component:
Tenancy 1 = 240.06 sqm total
floor area (excluding office);
Tenancy 2 = 238.24 sqm total
floor area (excluding office); and
Tenancy 3 = 240.06 sqm total
floor area (excluding office).

200 - 2000 square metres =
1.33 car parks per 100 square
metres total floor area

Therefore based on 718.36
square metres of non- office
total floor area in the
warehouse, the development
requires 11 to 12 car parks in
total to satisfy Development
Plan requirements.
Satisfies
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PDC 10, 11
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Minimum 10% of the site

12% of the total site area
Satisfies

Landscape buffer to road
frontage: 3 metres;

2.1 metres
Does Not Satisfy

Landscape buffer to at least
one side: 3 metres

0.6 metre landscape buffer to
eastern side
Does Not Satisfy

Landscape buffer where
development is adjacent to the
Residential Zone:
3 metres

1 metre landscape buffer to rear
boundary adjacent Residential
Zone
Does Not Satisfy

ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development is discussed
under the following sub headings:
Land Use
The proposal is for a change in land use from a motor repair station to warehouse with associated
offices, and the construction of a new warehouse containing three tenancies each with their own
small office, associated car parking and landscaping across the site. Objective 1 of the Industry
Zone, and Principles of Development Control (PDC) 1 and 3(a) envisages warehouse development
with an ancillary office components to be an appropriate land use for the Zone.
Pattern of Development
The subject site is a large, rectangular shaped allotment of 1422 square metres in land area, with a
broad frontage of 31.12 metres. The Industry Zone includes a small number of allotments along the
southern side of Galway Avenue between Birdwood Terrace, and Coulter Street. The zone extends
north along Grove Avenue, with larger scale industrial development to the western side of Grove
Avenue and smaller scale industrial development to the eastern side of Grove Avenue. As
previously highlighted, the Development Plan has not established a Desired Character Statement
for the Industry Zone.
The proposed warehouse is setback 3m from the primary street boundary, which is consistent with
PDC 5 of the Industry Zone. The proposed warehouse will maintain a similar siting to the existing
building on the site, with the driveway located along the eastern side, and the built form of the
warehouse constructed to the western side boundary. It is noted that the existing building currently
displays a front verandah that is built from the front wall to the primary street boundary. The built
form on the next door allotment at 52 - 54 Galway Avenue also displays structures that are built to
the primary street boundary. Within the locality, there is no prevailing front setback character along
Galway Avenue as buildings range in setback between zero and 10m. As the primary street
setback for the proposed warehouse is 3 metres, it is considered to be appropriate.
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The warehouse will be set back from the southern (rear) boundary adjacent to the Residential
Zone by a distance of 12.12 metres. Council's Development Plan recognises that there will be
instances where industrial land uses will abut residential land uses and outlines specific treatment
that should be adopted. PDC 6 of the Industry Zone states that non- residential development on a
site abutting the Residential Zone should be set back a minimum distance of 3 metres, plus an
additional 0.6 metres for every metre of vertical height of the building above 4 metres. The highest
point of the top of roof height of the warehouse is 8.2 metres, and therefore based on the
requirement set out in PDC 6, the warehouse is required to provide a minimum setback from the
boundary with the Residential Zone of 5.4 metres. As the proposal maintains a setback from the
Residential Zone boundary of more than double that which is desired by the Development Plan,
this provision is satisfied.
The building is proposed to be setback 6.82m from the eastern (side) boundary to accommodate
the width of the two way driveway. Each of the tenancies within the warehouse will front face east,
towards the internal driveway rather than the public road. This layout is at variance with Design
and Appearance PDC 12, which requires buildings to have a frontage presenting to the primary
street. The warehouse however, is designed to face the eastern driveway to take advantage of the
45.72m depth of the allotment. The primary street frontage of the site is only 31.12m wide, and is
not wide enough to accommodate tenancies of a useable and practical size floor plan and still
leave sufficient room for the driveway or landscaping. The presence of industrial buildings to
Galway Avenue is mixed, with some buildings fronting directly to the street and other buildings
fronting internally to their respective allotments. The east facing façade of the warehouse is
therefore considered to be acceptable as it maintains consistency with the built form layout of other
adjacent industrial developments. Given the existing character of industrial buildings having at
least one wall constructed to a side boundary, the proposal is considered to be consistent with this
character. It should be acknowledged that due to the orientation of the proposed building, this will
result in the rear wall rather than the side wall being built to the common boundary. This rear wall
will abut the side wall of the industrial building at 46 Galway Avenue.
Built Form
The proposal accommodates three identical tenancies within the warehouse, each of which will
include an 8.4m² office/ reception area, unisex toilet and staff kitchen/ lunch area. The size and
location of these offices are considered to be ancillary and incidental to the overall warehouse use,
this is consistent with and supported by PDC 3 of the Industry Zone.
Vehicular access to each of the tenancies is provided by way of 4.5m (H) x 5.4m (W) roller door
which will allow for small commercial vehicles including utes, vans and small trucks to access the
warehouse. Each tenancy has two pedestrian access doors, one in to the office and one other to
provide an emergency exit/ fire escape. Due to the layout of these tenancies, the emergency/ fire
access doors for Tenancy 1 and Tenancy 3 are located along the north and south elevations of the
building, whereas for Tenancy 2 the fire door is located adjacent the front roller door.
The Industry Zone, PDC 8 advises that Building facades facing land zoned for Residential
purposes should not contain openings or entrance ways that would result in the transmission of
noise that would adversely affect the residential amenity. This Principle of Development Control is
only considered relevant to the fire access door for Tenancy 3 as it faces the Residential Zone.
This emergency exit/ fire door is only capable of opening inwards (to assist with safety of
pedestrian access to the carpark) and will not be used as a main thoroughfare for staff or patrons
to enter and exit the building. Entry and exit to and from each tenancy will be restricted to the
accesses located on the eastern frontage of the building. The presence of this emergency/ fire
access door is therefore considered to be acceptable and unlikely to result in a detrimental impact
to the residential properties located to the south of the site, as this door will be for restricted access
for use as an emergency exit.
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The proposed warehouse be constructed from pre-cast concrete walls (Clear sealed, Brighton,
Light Grey concrete), with Colorbond pre-painted sheet metal roofing, of 3° fall towards the front of
the building, finished in colour 'Surfmist'. The roof form will be obscured from direct view by the top
parapet of the warehouse concrete walls. The front of the warehouse will display finishes in
Hardies Primeline Weatherboard cladding above the office entry way and windows, in colour
'Basalt'. The overhead canopy on the eastern front facade of the warehouse will be finished in
Colorbond pre-painted sheet metal materials in colour, 'Monument'. The canopy will maintain a 3°
pitch to complement the fall of the warehouse roofing.
The proposed warehouse will have a maximum wall height of 8.2 metres. The building height of the
warehouse is considered to be an appropriate fit within the context of the locality, and is
considered to satisfy PDC 7 of the Industry Zone allowing buildings to be constructed up to a
maximum height of 12 metres.
The representor has raised concern with the height of the warehouse and has suggested that the
western wall be reduced to 4.2m in height, or be flipped on the allotment to be constructed to the
eastern side boundary with the building height reduced to 7.5m on the western side. This position
is not supported as it is significantly at odds with PDC 7 and the scale of built form generally
supported within the Industry Zone. It is considered that the proposal has appropriately considered
and responded to the Development Plan provisions and other attributes of the locality.
It is relevant to note that the Residential Zone - Medium Density Policy Area 19 located
immediately to the rear of the subject site permits the construction of two storey dwellings of a
similar total height to that of the proposed warehouse. Dwellings of up to three storeys are also
envisioned where they directly overlook to the Westside bikeway, which includes residential
allotments that are in direct proximity to the subject site. These dwellings of up to three storeys
would be of a taller overall building height than the proposed warehouse, despite being located
within the Residential Zone. There are also a number of examples of two storey dwellings located
along Galway Avenue within the nearby residential vicinity of the subject industrial allotments that
display top of roof heights in the order of 7.8 metres to the topmost point of the roof pitch. The
highest point of these dwellings are less than half a metre difference in height to the proposed
warehouse.
It is highlighted that only one representation was received from the occupants of the dwellings
located south of the subject site. This representation has no objections to the proposed
development. Given the proposed 12.12 metre setback from the Residential Zone, the
development will be situated at least 16 metres to the closest dwelling. The visual amenity of the
residential properties is therefore not expected to be detrimentally impacted upon as the modest
building height paired with the generous setback means that the warehouse is not expected to be
any more prominent to that of a two storey dwelling.
Overshadowing
The representor at 46 Galway Avenue, raised concern regarding the potential overshadowing
impact of the warehouse upon the industrial building next door. The building at 46 Galway Avenue
has recently installed a number of solar panels that are positioned parallel to the east/ west roof
form.
The building at 46 Galway Avenue maintains has an approximate wall height of 4.5 metres and an
approximate top of roof pitch to the gable roof form of 5 metres. The existing top of roof pitch of the
building at 48-50 Galway Avenue is approximately 6.2 metres. The proposed warehouse seeks to
construct a boundary wall that is approximately 2 metres higher than the top most point of the roof
pitch of the existing building on the subject site.
In response to this concern the applicant provided shadow diagrams to demonstrate the extent of
shadowing that will occur as a result of the proposed building. This diagram (below) demonstrates
that during the winter solstice, between 9am and 12 noon on 21st June, the warehouse will have a
direct shade impact to 46 Galway Avenue. The eastern half of the roof form is expected to be
shaded for approximately 1.5 hours between 9am to 10:30am (also see Attachment 2).
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Shadow diagram of the extent of shadow cast by the warehouse over 46 Galway Avenue during the
winter solstice on 21st June (above)

The remaining hours of the day, and particularly in the summer months, the solar panels will
continue to receive sunlight and will be relatively unaffected by the proposed warehouse as any
shadow cast will move in an easterly direction during the afternoon. It is worth noting that Council's
Development Plan makes no provision for overshadowing considerations to industrial buildings by
other industrial buildings. The representor has requested that the height of the warehouse be
lowered to a maximum height of 4.2 metres to prevent impact to the solar panels on the roof of 46
Galway Avenue. This request for a reduced height is not supported given Council's Development
Plan provides support for buildings of up to 12 metres in height within this Zone.

North elevation view (looking south) of the existing building at 48-50 Galway Avenue (right),
and the adjacent neighbouring industrial building at 46 Galway Avenue, North Plympton (above)
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Interface between Land Uses
The subject site is located along an interface with the Residential Zone - Medium Density Policy
Area 19, and shares the southern rear boundary of the allotment with adjacent residential
properties in this Zone. It is considered that the proposal will not unreasonably impact upon the
amenity of the adjacent residential properties, as the proposal anticipates daytime operating hours
of between 7am to 6pm Monday to Friday, with no late night or weekend operations. These hours
of operation are conditioned within the recommendation. Business activities are expected to be
small scale, low impact operations (e.g. storage). The site is not capable of supporting
manoeuvrability of large trucks or heavy vehicles, and a restriction on the size of vehicles entering
and exiting the premises should help to provide an increased level of noise amenity to nearby
residential dwellings. The front façade of the building where the main door openings are located
face toward the industrial property at 52-54 Galway Avenue. Given the daytime operating hours
and the expected low intensity / small scale of business activities within the building, any noise
produced on the site is not expected to unreasonably impact upon the residential locality to the
rear.
Stormwater Management
Throughout the assessment of the application, there has been extensive negotiations between the
Applicant and Council's Engineers regarding stormwater management on the site. Part of the
negotiations included the provision of water sensitive urban design measures, including a 2.1
metre wide rain garden that will be installed along the primary street frontage. Rainwater detention
tanks for stormwater collection will be installed along the northern side the building for discharge
into the rain garden. The rain garden will also assist to manage stormwater runoff from the site by
employing water sensitive urban design measures including the installation of an Ecosol litter
basket and Ecosol storm pit configured to satisfy appropriate stormwater quality targets.
The development provides additional water sensitive urban design measures, including the
installation of permeable paving to allow for greater capacity of car parking areas to absorb
stormwater that will assist the adjacent garden beds to thrive and remain sustainable. Whilst not
specifically a broad landscape buffer, the inclusion of permeable paving into the development is
considered to be an excellent way of supporting the growth and vitality of the landscaping along
the rear boundary. The subject site currently has no landscaping providing a buffer to the rear
Residential Zone boundary and the proposed landscaping across the site is considered to make a
significant contribution to the improvement of the amenity of the allotment. Relevant conditions to
support appropriate stormwater management of the site are included in Council's recommendation.
Landscaping
At present, the site has no landscaping and makes no provision for water sensitive urban design to
help enhance the amenity of the locality and appropriately manage stormwater flows. The total
landscaped proportion of the site comprises of 12 percent of the allotment which satisfies PDC 10
of the Industry Zone. The development, however, falls short of satisfying PDC 11 of the Industry
Zone, which states:
a landscape buffer strip of at least 3 metres in width should be provided along all road
frontages and along at least one side boundary, except where the development is adjacent
to the boundary of a residential zone, in which case, an intensively landscaped area of at
least 3 metres should be provided between the non- residential development and the
boundary of the residential zone, with such area containing trees which have the capacity
to grow to a height which screens development as viewed from the residential zone.
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The rain garden landscape buffer to the northern side of the warehouse falls short of meeting the
requirements for landscape buffers along a road frontage by 900 millimetres. Additionally, the
development provides only a 0.6m landscape buffer along the eastern side and only a 1 metre
landscape buffer adjacent to the boundary with the Residential Zone. Despite all sections of
landscaping being undersized to satisfy PDC 11 requirements, it is considered that rain garden and
garden beds to the side (eastern) and rear (southern) boundaries are capable of being intensively
landscaped with a range of plantings that suitably fulfil the intent of this provision.
The garden beds along the eastern boundary and adjacent to the Residential Zone will provide a
mix of landscape plantings, including a number of ground covers and small to medium sized
shrubs. The tallest planting proposed to be planted in numerous locations along these landscape
buffers is Boronia Microphylla, an Australian native shrub capable of growing up to 1.5 metres in
height and producing soft green foliage with small, pink, star shaped flowers. These Boronia
Microphylla are proposed to be planted at approximately 4 metre intervals, which will assist to
provide a buffer to adjacent residential properties. Although the width of these landscape buffers
does not satisfy the minimum width requirements set out in PDC 11, this is largely due to the
overall site area constraints of the allotment which is not overly large for an industrial allotment,
and the requirement to provide sufficient turning space for vehicles. The floor area of the proposed
warehouse is similar to the size of the floor plan of the existing building on the site, however, the
landscaping proposed makes a significantly better contribution to the visual amenity of the
allotment and the visual amenity of the Industry Zone as viewed from Galway Avenue.
Fencing
New fencing to the primary street frontage is proposed to comprise of 2.1 metre high open style,
tubular fencing to along the northern boundary of the allotment, joining back to the warehouse on
the eastern and western sides. A sliding, controlled access gate will be included across the main
driveway to help provide greater security to the site. New Colorbond pre-painted sheet metal
fencing on top of a low level concrete supporting plinth of up to 2 metres in height is proposed
along the eastern boundary. The existing boundary fencing will remain to any portions of the
western side boundary not formed by the rear wall of the warehouse, and along the southern rear
boundary adjoining residential properties. It is worth noting that whilst new fencing will be installed
across the site, the fencing being under 2.1 metres in total height is not classified to be
development requiring approval by Council as the site is not located in a flood inundation area.
Traffic, Parking and Access
The proposed warehouse will provide onsite car parking for 11 cars to the rear of the site behind
the warehouse. The formation of the parking area accords with General Section, Transport and
Access PDC 36(c), (d), (f), (g), (i) and (j) regarding safe and convenient access within vehicle
parking areas. There is one main entry and exit point to the site, and this will be concreted along
the driveway and adjacent to the permeable paved car parking area to provide a hard stand
surface that accords with General Section, Transport and Access PDC 40. As discussed
previously, a 116.64 square metre area of permeable paving will be installed across the entire car
parking area to assist with stormwater management across the site.
Vehicles entering and exiting the site are restricted in size to passenger vehicles including cars,
utes, vans, and small trucks. The applicant has advised that any business related loading and
unloading of vehicles will take place inside of the warehouse and will not occur on the driveway or
in visitor car park areas. Council's Traffic Engineer has reviewed the development proposal, and
has determined that there is sufficient driveway width to accommodate the necessary movements
of passenger sized vehicles and small trucks (<SRV). This will be achieved by vehicles reversing
from either the warehouse or the rear visitor parking area and exiting the site in a forward direction.
Access to the site by larger commercial trucks including SRV's is not supported for this
development, and is not proposed by the Applicant. There is no need for vehicles larger than a ute,
van or small truck to be present on the site or to access the warehouse. Waste management
services will be collected via kerbside waste collection and therefore will not require an SRV sized
truck to enter or manoeuvre onto the site.
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It is noted that the proposed warehouses with ancillary offices has a lesser parking demand than
that of the existing use as a motor repair station. Council's Development Plan Table WeTo/2 - Off
Street Vehicle Parking Requirements states that the proposed development should provide 11 to
12 car parks. The proposal provides 11 carparks which is not considered to be seriously at
variance with off street parking requirements in Council's Development Plan. It should be noted
that there is provision for 3 cars to be parked on-street directly in front of the subject site.
The development provides parking for one disabled space, which accords with the requirements
set out in Table WeTo/2 - Off Street Vehicle parking Requirements - Parking for disabled drivers.
Waste Management
Standard Council waste management services will be utilised by the proposed development. The
development has been assessed by Council's Regulatory Services Department as being
acceptable for standard Council bin collection services and will not require the services of a
specialised waste contractor. The scale and nature of businesses that would likely operate from
each tenancy are not considered to generate significant volumes of commercial waste requiring
their own separate bin enclosure or the services of a specialist contractor for the collection of
waste.
It has been determined that the type and amount of waste likely to be generated will be similar to
domestic activities and is therefore suitable for Council collection. This will be achieved through the
allocation of a standard, three- bin system for kerbside collection. As each tenancy will be rated
individually to be occupied by separate tenants, each tenancy is permitted to have their own set of
bins for waste collection. Council will provide one set of bins for each of the tenancies within the
warehouse. If any additional bins or waste collection services are required beyond Council's
standard services, the Applicant will be required to arrange this directly with Solo (waste
contractor). Given the nature of the proposed land use, and the low-scale intensity use of the site,
the development is not expected to produce high volumes of waste that could lead to potential
nuisance, smell or odour that could unreasonably impact upon the amenity of adjacent
neighbouring properties.
SUMMARY
On balance of the relevant aspects of the development proposal, the change in land use to
warehouse with ancillary offices, landscaping and car parking is considered to reduce the intensity
and scale of commercial operations on the site in comparison to the existing land use. The
warehouse is considered to be an appropriate form of development for the allotment and has
sympathetically considered the bulk and scale impact to the Residential Zone to the rear of the
allotment. The height of the building at 8.2 metres is considered to be appropriate in this section of
the Industry Zone where existing industrial buildings along the southern side of Galway Avenue
range in height of between 5 to 6.5 metres, with taller industrial buildings and dwellings evident to
the northern side of Galway Avenue and within the adjacent Residential Zone. The proposed
development provides a much needed upgrade to the landscape amenity of the industrial
properties along this section of Galway Avenue, which currently has little to no landscape
presence. The development has been mindful of water sensitive urban design principles and has
demonstrated an appropriate use of permeable paving and the installation of a rain garden to
support best practice stormwater management initiatives.
Having considered all the relevant provisions of the Development Plan, the proposal is not
considered to be seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 12 July 2018 and warrants
Development Plan Consent.
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RECOMMENDATION
The Council Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application for
consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development Act
1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent for Application No. 211/2/2020 by Mik Beth
Pty Ltd to undertake the Change of use from motor repair station to warehouse and office, and
construction of a warehouse containing three (3) tenancies, each with offices, car parking and
landscaping at 48-50 Galway Avenue, North Plympton (CT 5418/687) subject to the following
conditions of consent:
Development Plan Consent Conditions:
1.

The development must be undertaken, completed and maintained in accordance with the
plans and information detailed in this Application except where varied by any conditions listed
below:
• Site Plan, by Renown Buildign Designs, Drawing No. 1908 - DP1'B', Dec '19
• Floor Plan, by Renown Buildign Designs, Drawing No. 1908 - DP2'B', Dec '19
• Elevation Plans, by Renown Buildign Designs, Drawing No. 1908 - DP3'A' and DP4'A',
Dec '19
• Site and Drainage Plan, by Austruct Consulting Engineers, Drawing No. SD1/P4, Nov '19
• Shadowing Diagram, by Renown Buildign Designers, Drawing No.1908-DW00'A', Jul '20
• Stormwater Calculations, Revision B (21.04.2020), Oct '19
• Typical Section Details, by Austruct Consulting Engineers, Drawing No. SD2/P4, Apr '20
• Water Sensitive SA, Raingarden Planting Guide
• Above Ground Detention/ Retention Tank Details, by Austruct Consulting Engineers,
Drawing No. RWT, Aug '18
• Planning Statement, prepared by Liz Mestros, Updated 01 June 2020
Reason: To ensure the proposal is developed in accordance with the plans and documents
lodged with Council.

2.

That all stormwater design and construction shall be in accordance with Australian Standards
and recognised engineering best practices to ensure that stormwater does not adversely affect
any adjoining property or public road and, for this purpose, stormwater drainage shall not at
any time:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Result in the entry of water into a building; or
Affect the stability of a building; or
Create unhealthy or dangerous conditions on the site or within the building; or
Flow or discharge onto the land of an adjoining owner; or
Flow across footpaths or public ways.

Reason: To ensure that adequate provision is made for the collection and dispersal of
stormwater.
3. The stormwater connection through to the street is to be constructed of a shape and material to
satisfy Council's standard requirements:
•
100 x 50 x 2mm RHS Galvanised Steel or
•
125 x 75 x 2mm RHS Galvanised Steel or
•
Multiples of the above.
Reason
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All driveways, parking and manoeuvring areas will be formed, surfaced with concrete, bitumen
or paving, and be properly drained prior to occupation, and shall be maintained in good
condition at all times to the satisfaction of Council.
Reason: To minimise the spread of dust and soil and to ensure safe and convenient vehicle
manoeuvring onsite.

5.

Delivery trucks and maximum size vehicles accessing the warehouses shall be limited to a
ute, van or small truck. SRV or larger sized trucks are not permitted to enter or manoeuvre on
the site, or to access the warehouses without prior approval of Council.
Reason: To ensure the provision of safe vehicle access and manoeuvring onsite.

6.

That any loading and unloading of vehicles connected to the use of the warehouse shall be
carried out inside the warehouse. No loading or unloading of vehicles shall be permitted to be
carried out on the driveway, car parking areas, or on the public road.
Reason: To maintain unobstructed driveways and car parking areas that facilitate safe and
appropriate vehicle manoeuvrability onsite

7.

That all carparking spaces shall be linemarked, in accordance with the approved plans and in
accordance with Australian Standards Association Code AS 2890.1, 2004 Parking Facilities,
Part 1, Off Street Carparking, prior to the occupation of the proposed development.
Linemarking and directional arrows shall be clearly visible at all times.
Reason: To ensure safe and orderly vehicle manoeuvring onsite.

8.

The hours of operation of the premises shall not exceed the following period:
•

7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday to Friday inclusively.

Reason: To minimise disruption to adjacent residential properties.
9.

That all planting and landscaping, including the biofiltration rain garden shall be established
prior to the occupation and operation of the development, and should be maintained in good
health at all times. Any person(s) who have the benefit of this approval will cultivate, tend and
nurture the landscaping, and shall promptly replace any landscaping which may become
diseased or die, with the same or like species/variety.
Reason: To enhance the amenity of the site and locality.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.

Relevant Development Plan Provisions
Plan Set and CT
Representations and Response from Applicant
Referral Advice
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32 Hardys Road, 115A and 115B North Parade, TORRENSVILLE

Application No

211/485/2020 & 211/516/2020

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DETAILS
DEVELOPMENT
PROPOSAL

Land Division - Torrens Title;
SCAP No. 211/D052/20;
Boundary Re-alignment

Land division - Community Title;
SCAP No. 211/C053/20; Boundary
Re-alignment

APPLICANT

Mr A Connolly
C/- 360 Surveying

Mr A Connolly
C/- 360 Surveying

APPLICATION NO

211/485/2020
SCAP 211/D052/2020

211/516/2020
SCAP 211/C053/2020

LODGEMENT DATE

13 June 2020

13 June 2020

ZONE

Residential Zone

POLICY AREA

Torrensville Character Policy Area 28

APPLICATION TYPE

Merit

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

Category 1

Category 1

REFERRALS

Internal
• Nil

Internal
• Nil

External
• State Commission
Assessment Panel (SCAP)
• South Australian Water
Corporation (SA Water)
Consolidated 21 May 2020

External
• State Commission Assessment
Panel (SCAP)
• South Australian Water
Corporation (SA Water)

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
VERSION
DELEGATION

The relevant application proposes a merit form of development which
does not meet the minimum site area requirements in the relevant
Zone or Policy Area by 7.5% or more.

RECOMMENDATION

Support with conditions

REPORT AUTHOR

Brendan Fewster

Support with conditions

SUBJECT LAND AND LOCALITY
The subject land is commonly known as 32 Hardys Road and 115A and 115B North Parade,
Torrensville.
The land comprises three allotments and a common property allotment that are formally described
as follows:
•
•
•

Allotment 2 in Filed Plan 108055 in the area named Torrensville Hundred of Adelaide,
Volume 6093 Folio 574
Lot 1 in Primary Community Plan 20966 in the area named Torrensville Hundred of
Adelaide, Volume 5856 Folio 71
Common Property in Primary Community Plan 20966 in the area named Torrensville
Hundred of Adelaide, Volume 5856 Folio 73

The subject site is rectangular in shape with a 22.86 metre (m) wide frontage to Hardys Road, a
combined frontage of 50.25m to North Parade and a total site area of 1158 square metres (m2).
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It is noted that there are no easements, encumbrances or Land Management Agreements on the
Certificate of Titles.
The site currently contains a single storey dwelling at 32 Hardys Road and single storey
maisonette dwellings at 115A and 115B North Parade. Although part of the existing Community
Title arrangement, 115A North Parade is not considered part of the subject site as the boundaries
of this property will not be altered in any way.
The land is naturally flat and there are no Regulated Trees on the site or on adjoining land that
would be affected by the development.
The locality comprises an established residential area with predominantly detached dwellings at
low densities. Dwelling styles include traditional villas and cottages as well as conventional brick
dwellings with pitched roofs. There are instances of semi-detached dwellings within the immediate
locality. The original grid-like allotment pattern remains largely intact, with allotments typically
between 370m² and 1000m² in area and with frontages of 12m or more in width.
The amenity of the locality is considered relatively high, which is attributed to the large allotments
with wide frontages, the age and quality of the housing stock and the vegetated front yards and
mature street trees.
The subject site and locality are shown on the following aerial image and locality plan.
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RELEVANT APPLICATIONS
Nil
PROPOSAL
Application 1 (211/485/2020)
The application is for a Torrens Title land division to realign the boundary between 32 Hardys Road
& 115B North Parade, Torrensville. The purpose of the boundary realignment is to increase the
rear yard of 32 Hardys Road.
The resulting allotments will be 863m² and 295m² in area and with frontages of 37.34m and
12.91m to North Parade.
Application 2 (211/516/2020)
The application is for a Community Title land division to realign the boundary between 32 Hardys
Road & 115B North Parade, Torrensville.
Although the proposed boundary realignment is identical to that proposed in Application 1, this
application has been lodged as the Lands Titles Office (Land Services SA) does not accept a
single boundary adjustment application in circumstances where a boundary realignment relates to
a Torrens Title and Community Title.
Note: 32 Hardys Road is a Torrens Title allotment whereas 115A and 115B North Parade are
Community Title allotments.
The relevant plans and documents are contained in Attachment 2.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
The application is a Category 1 form of development pursuant to Schedule 9, Part 1, 2(f) of the
Development Regulations 2008.
As the proposal is assigned to Category 1, public notification was not required to be undertaken.

EXTERNAL REFERRALS
Department Comments
SCAP

• A final plan complying with the requirements for plans as set out in the Manual of
Survey Practice Volume 1 (Plan Presentation and Guidelines) issued by the
Registrar General to be lodged with the State Commission Assessment Panel for
Land Division Certificate purposes.

SA Water

• No requirements

A copy of the relevant referral response is contained in Attachment 3.
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RELEVANT DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROVISIONS
The subject land is located within the Residential Zone and, more specifically, is within Torrensville
Character Policy Area 28 as described in the West Torrens Council Development Plan.
The relevant Desired Character statements are as follows:
Residential Zone - Desired Character:
This zone will contain predominantly residential development. There may also be some small-scale
non-residential activities such as offices, shops, consulting rooms and educational establishments
in certain locations. Non-residential activities will be complementary to surrounding dwellings.
Allotments will be at very low, low and medium densities to provide a diversity of housing options in
different parts of the zone. The range of allotment sizes will support the desired dwelling types
anticipated in each policy area, and the minimum allotment sizes shall be treated as such in order
to achieve the Desired Character for each policy area and, in turn, reinforce distinction between
policy areas. Row dwellings and residential flat buildings will be common near centres and in policy
areas where the desired density is higher, in contrast to the predominance of detached dwellings in
policy areas where the distinct established character is identified for protection and enhancement.
There will also be potential for semi-detached dwellings and group dwellings in other policy areas.
Residential development in the form of a multiple dwelling, residential flat building or group
dwelling will not be undertaken in a Historic Conservation Area.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the zone to enhance the appearance of buildings from the
street as viewed by pedestrians, provide an appropriate transition between the public and private
realm and reduce heat loads in summer.
Torrensville Character Policy Area 28 - Desired Character:
The policy area will contain predominantly detached dwellings and some semi-detached dwellings.
Allotments will vary in size from low to very low density with wide street frontages and even deeper
side boundaries. Subdivision will reinforce the existing allotment pattern which is a significant
positive feature of the policy area.
New development will be complementary to the key character elements of Victorian-era villas,
cottages, inter-war bungalow and tudor-style dwellings in the policy area, rather than dominating or
detracting from them, particularly as viewed from the street. Key elements of this character include
pitched roofs, veranda / porticos and masonry building materials. There will be predominantly one
storey buildings, with some two storey buildings designed in a manner that is complementary to the
single storey character of nearby buildings. Setbacks will be complementary to the boundary
setbacks of nearby older dwellings.
There will be no garages/carports forward of the main facade of buildings. Fencing forward of
dwellings will be low to provide views of built-form that define the character of the policy area. Any
driveway crossovers will be carefully designed and located to ensure the preservation of street
trees which have an important positive impact on the streetscape.
Additional provisions of the Development Plan which relate to the proposed development are
contained in Attachment 1.
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QUANTITATIVE STANDARDS
The proposal is assessed for consistency with the quantitative requirements of the Development
Plan as outlined in the table below:
DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROVISIONS
SITE AREA
Torrensville Character PA 28
PDC 3

STANDARD

ASSESSMENT

340m² (min)

Lot 20 - 863m²
Satisfies
Lot 21 - 295m²
Does Not Satisfy

SITE FRONTAGE

Not specified

Lot 20 - 37.34m (secondary frontage)
Lot 21 - 12.91m

ASSESSMENT
In assessing the merits or otherwise of the application, the proposed development is discussed
under the following sub headings:
Form of Development
PDC 2 of the General Section (Land Division) seeks to ensure that when land is divided it is
suitable for the purpose for which it is to be used or developed. The proposed division of land will
not create any additional allotments and nor will it change the existing use of land or facilitate new
development on the existing allotments.
The purpose of the proposal is to realign the common boundary between 32 Hardys Road and
115B North Parade in order to increase the rear yard of 32 Hardys Road by approximately 80m². It
is noted that both properties are in the same ownership and the owners are wanting to increase the
rear yard of the 32 Hardys Road for amenity reasons, as this property contains a large family size
dwelling (i.e. a larger yard for their family). The reduced width of 115B North Parade would not
result in a significant reduction of the current amount of usable private open space (min. 80m²
retained) and would not compromise the existing access and car parking arrangements.
The Desired Character for Torrensville Character Policy Area 28 envisages that:
Allotments will vary in size from low to very low density with wide street frontages and even
deeper side boundaries. Subdivision will reinforce the existing allotment pattern which is a
significant positive feature of the policy area.
As considered in more detail below, the proposed boundary realignment would sufficiently
reinforce the existing allotment pattern within the locality.
Accordingly, the proposal is considered to be an orderly and desirable form of development.
Objective 1 and PDC 2 of the Policy Area and PDC 2 of the General Section (Land Division) are
therefore satisfied.
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Allotment Size
PDC 3 of Torrensville Character Policy Area 21 prescribes a minimum allotment area of 340m².
The proposal will reduce the size of proposed Lot 21 by approximately 80m² from 375m² to 295m².
While this would result in an allotment shortfall of 45m² or 13% when assessed against PDC 3, the
shortfall would not be readily perceivable from a streetscape perspective as the resulting frontage
of 12.91m to North Parade would not cramp the existing dwelling and would be consistent with the
frontages of 130 and 130A North Parade that are immediately opposite the site.
Furthermore, the resulting allotment size of 295m² would be relatively consistent with some of the
smaller allotments within then locality and would continue to provide adequate space around the
curtilage of the existing dwelling for resident access and amenity. Existing vehicle access and car
parking that is alongside the western side boundary of the allotment would be maintained.
For the above reasons, the size and layout of the allotments would sufficiently "reinforce the
existing allotment pattern which is a significant positive feature of the policy area".
Allotment Layout and Pattern
The proposed boundary realignment would not significantly alter the existing shape or layout of the
allotments, as the existing common boundary will move further to the east along the North Parade
frontage by only 3.4m. Both allotments will remain rectangular in shape and therefore reinforce the
existing 'grid' allotment pattern in accordance with the Desired Character for the Policy Area and
PDC 22 of the General Section (Residential Development).
Access and Car Parking
The existing vehicle access and car parking arrangements for both properties will be maintained.
Services and Infrastructure
The proposed boundary realignment would not have any service or infrastructure requirements as
both allotments are already provided with road, sewer, electricity and stormwater services.
The proposal therefore satisfies PDC 1 of the General Section (Land Division).
SUMMARY
The proposed division of land is considered to be an orderly and desirable form of development
within Torrensville Character Policy Area 28 of the Residential Zone.
While one of the proposed allotments would be less than the minimum quantitative standard, the
overall allotment size and layout would sufficiently reinforce the existing allotment pattern within the
locality.
Having considered all the relevant Objectives and Principles of the Development Plan, the
proposal is not considered to be seriously at variance with the Development Plan.
On balance the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant provisions contained
within the West Torrens Council Development Plan Consolidated 21 May 2020 and warrants
Development Plan Consent, Land Division Consent and Development Approval.
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RECOMMENDATION 1
The Council Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application for
consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development Act
1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent, Land Division Consent and Development
Approval for Application No. 211/485/2020 by Mr A Connolly to undertake Land Division - Torrens
Title; SCAP No. 211/D052/20; Boundary Re-alignment at 32 Hardys Road & 115B North Parade,
Torrensville (CT6093/574, 5856/71 & 5856/73) subject to the following conditions of consent:
Development Plan Consent Conditions:
1.

The development must be undertaken, completed and maintained in accordance with the
plans and information detailed in this Application except where varied by any conditions listed
below:

Land Division Consent Conditions
SCAP Requirements
2.

A final plan complying with the requirements for plans as set out in the Manual of Survey
Practice Volume 1 (Plan Presentation and Guidelines) issued by the Registrar General to be
lodged with the State Commission Assessment Panel for Land Division Certificate purposes.

RECOMMENDATION 2
The Council Assessment Panel, having considered all aspects of the report, the application for
consent to carry out development of land and pursuant to the provisions of the Development Act
1993 resolves to GRANT Development Plan Consent, Land Division Consent and Development
Approval for Application No. 211/516/2020 by Mr A Connolly to undertake Land division Community Title; SCAP No. 211/C053/20; Boundary Re-alignment at 32 Hardys Road and 115A &
115B North Parade, Torrensville (CT6093/574, 5856/71 & 5856/73) subject to the following
conditions of consent:
Development Plan Consent Conditions:
1.

The development must be undertaken, completed and maintained in accordance with the
plans and information detailed in this Application except where varied by any conditions listed
below:

Land Division Consent Conditions
SCAP Requirements
2.

SA Water has no requirements pursuant to the Development Act. No requirements, boundary
alteration and existing services. On approval of the application, it is the developers/owners
responsibility to ensure all internal pipework (water) that crosses the allotment boundaries has
been severed or redirected at the developers/owners cost to ensure that the pipework relating
to each allotment is contained within its boundaries.

3.

A final plan complying with the requirements for plans as set out in the Manual of Survey
Practice Volume 1 (Plan Presentation and Guidelines) issued by the Registrar General to be
lodged with the State Commission Assessment Panel for Land Division Certificate purposes.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.

Relevant Development Plan Provisions
Proposal Plans
Referral Responses
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS OF THE ASSESSMENT MANAGER
Nil

8

SUMMARY OF COURT APPEALS

8.1

CAP Summary of SCAP and ERD Court Matters - August 2020

Brief
This report presents information in relation to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

any planning appeals before the Environment, Resources and Development (ERD) Court;
any matters being determined by the State Commission Assessment Panel (SCAP);
any matters determined by the Minister of Planning (Section 49);
any matters determined by the Governor of South Australia (Section 46); and
any deferred items previously considered by the Council Assessment Panel.

RECOMMENDATION
The Council Assessment Panel receive and note the information.

Development Application appeals before the ERD Court
Reason
Description of
DA number
Address
for referral
development
1
Glenburnie
Six-storey residential flat
SCAP
211/M015/19
Terrace,
building (32 dwellings) &
PLYMPTON
associated car parking

Matters pending determination by SCAP
Reason
DA number
Address
for referral
Schedule 10
211/M030/18 192 ANZAC
Highway,
GLANDORE
Schedule 10

211/M018/19

6 Ebor
Avenue,
MILE END

Status
Appeal lodged.

Description of development
Eight-storey residential flat building (40
dwellings) & removal of regulated tree

Mixed use building comprising ground floor shop
& residential apartments
Note: A further application for this site was
determined by CAP at its 12 May 2020 meeting
.

Matters pending determination by the Minister of Planning
Reason
DA number
Address
Description of development
for referral
Minor building additions and
Section 49
211/V040/20 240-246 Marion Road,
alterations: enclosure of existing
NETLEY
undercover wash bay

Matters pending determination by the Governor of South Australia
Nil
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Deferred CAP Items
Nil
Conclusion
This report is current as at 30 July 2020.
Attachments
Nil

9

OTHER BUSINESS

10

MEETING CLOSE
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